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PREFACE

There is, perhaps, no other religious text or philosophical
treatise which has been interpreted or misinterpreted, commented
upon, lectured upon and handled by so many thousands of
Acharyas, Masters, both old and modern, Scholars and Savants,
as BHAGAVAD GITA. The author is a humble sannyasi with no
pretentions either to scholarship or any spiritual height. With all
diffidence he has tried to limelight in this book the types of spiritual
practices or S¢dhan¢s delineated in the text either directly or
indirectly as understood by him from his Master's own life and
the few revelations which came up in his studies and austerities.
These are all S¢dhan¢s befitting all stages of spiritual growth- from
the L.K.G. class to the Ph.D (Doctorate). Except on two or three
occasions, the author has steered clear of all controversial issues
and sectarian interpretations.

Srimad Bhagavad Gita mainly means the ""song sung by SRI
BHAGAWAN''. It is rarely that people sing their own compositions.
In the Gita M¢h¢tmya, it is told ""GITA ME H§DAYAM P¡RTHA'' i.e.,
GITA is the heart of the Lord. Lord Krishna has opened his heart
and gave the Gita of his heart to Arjuna. The entire Gita is a
conversation from heart to heart between two companions.

""SAMV¡DAMIMAM A½ROUSHAM ADBHUTAM ROMAHARSHANAM''

The truths of the GITA can be understood only if one gives
one's heart to it. It can never be mastered through intellect and
scholarship alone. The entire Gita which was always clamouring
inside the heart of the Lord came up by itself without any effort
when once the Lord opened his mouth.

""Y¡ SWAYAM PADMAN¡BHASYA MUKHAPADM¡DVINIS§TA''

xiii

If we want to understand the GITA, some friendship or
companionship with Lord Krishna will also be necessary. Finally,
we have to become identified with Lord Krishna himself. You can
never remain separate from him and claim to understand the Gita.
Just before the start of the Gita, Krishna sends a message through
Sanjaya to Dh¨tar¢shtra thus-
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CHAPTER XVI

- Swami Shantananda

Any of the few slokas quoted in this booklet is alone worthy
of meditation for hours together and its benefit will be immense.
Here, there are various types of S¢dhan¢s suited for various
S¢dhaks with diverse tastes irrespective of the path he chooses.
Even for people who are not concerned with any S¢dhan¢s but
want to live a simple, happy, harmonious life without any hankering
after MOKSHA or God, there are peace-capsules and happinesscapsules which will go a long way in ameliorating their tensions,
anxieties, mental depressions, hardships and sufferings with
occasional glimpses of real happiness. It is not necessary that one
should do all the S¢dhan¢s prescribed in the Gita. Pick up whatever
appeals to you, hold fast to it and develop it with the fire of desire
for the final goal burning fiercely. Rest will all follow. The
gravitational force of Lord's mercy will catapult you to your goal.
The book has been written based on Lord's inspiration mainly for
""SW¡NTAS SUKHAYA'' (ñdmÝV• gwIm`) . Even if a single reader is
benefited from this book, it is a bonus. HARI OM.
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AUM
SRI MAHA GANAPATAYE NAMAH
SRI KRISHNAYA NAMAH

INTRODUCTION
Srimad Bhagavad Gita which forms part of the great epic
Mahabharata authored by Maharshi Vyasa is one of the foremost
among the classical texts of spiritual instructions. It is one of
the triple canons (Prasthana thraya) of our Sanatana Dharma and
Indian Philosophy and is also considered as the quintessence of
the Upanishads (Part of the Vedic scriptures dealing with Selfknowledge).

S¢dhan¢s in Bhagavad Gita

Mankind throughout the world is facing crisis after crisis
everyday. This divine ode of Krishna is of great relevance even
today when, everywhere, both at the individual and collective
national levels, fear, hatred, violence, greed, jealousy and other
negative factors, are ruling the world. Gita has been rightly
baptised by some scholars as a Crisis Hand Book (vade mecum).
It gives us methods akin to psycho-therapy by following which
man can learn to extract maximum happiness, avoid stress and
strain and, in due course, attain Self knowledge leading to
permanent bliss and release from all sufferings and hardships.
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The purpose of this booklet is not to go into the dialectics
or the exegesis of abstruse philosophy but is two fold:-

(i) to enable the common man living in the modern world
to cope with situations of stress and inner conflicts which he
has to face every day.

S¢dhan¢s in Bhagavad Gita

(ii) to guide the seeker at all stages (from the neophyte
to the highly evolved aspirant) to find his path towards Godrealisation which will bestow absolute happiness forever. The
various spiritual practices envisaged in each chapter, to be
followed by the aspirants, are being highlighted in this
booklet.
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CHAPTER I

LIFE IS AS SWEET AS YOU MAKE IT
The Gita was spontaneously conceived in the battle-field
to guide Arjuna who was baffled about the rights and wrongs
of the war he was about to embark upon with his own cousinsthe Kauravas. The visual impact of the sight of all his kith and
kin, friends, preceptors and others arrayed on either side with
intent to kill and be killed shocked Arjuna into a sense of
hypocritical morality that he was embarking on a sinful deed with
devastating repercussions. As a result of his deeply entrenched
attachment to his own people, he lost his sense of discrimination
and could not see as to where lay his duty. If only the people
actively involved in the battle were not related to him, Arjuna
would have had no compunction at all to fight and kill his
enemies.
It is the grief of Arjuna which formed a pretext for our
getting such a profound text on spirituality, like the Gita, which
is applicable for all times and for all people irrespective of
country, race, creed or religion.

S¢dhan¢s in Bhagavad Gita

The historical battle background of the Gita is symbolical.
The battle-field of Kurukshetra represents our own body-mind
complex which is the field (Kshetra) of action (Kuru-to do or
act). The Pandavas (including Arjuna) represent the divine
modalities (Sanskaras) while the Kauravas indicate the demoniacal
tendencies in us. The conflict is between the good and the bad
tendencies in us which dictate our action. This is the Mahabharata
war which goes on in the mind of every individual. Dh¨tarashtra,
3
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the blind king and father of the Kauravas, as his very name
suggests (Dh¨tam R¢shtram Yena Sah) is not only attached firmly
to his earthly kingdom but is also attached to the kingdom of
his body. Naturally, the attachment has made him blind to all
justice and he refuses to concede the rightful share of the
kingdom to the Pandavas.

The Bhagavad Gita starts at the very outset by depicting
a picture of Arjuna, a hero of unparalleled might and proved
valour who is reduced psychologically to a pulp on account of
his deep attachment to his people. It is attachment which leads
one into delusion (Moha) which clouds one's vision of right and
wrong. No action is right or wrong by itself and no action
has the power to bind a man leading him to misery and
unhappiness. It is the attachment to the action and its results
which culminates in delusion with disastrous consequences.
This is one of the main messages of the Gita.

S¢dhan¢s in Bhagavad Gita

The solution to all problems in this life lies within one's
own self. The Lord who is the solution to all problems is the
perennial guide seated in the heart as a divine spark-the
Sadguru. His Gita is always flowing and whoever has the ears
can hear it. When Arjuna was overwhelmed with grief and
despondency on the battle-field, the divine thermostat in him
forced him to surrender himself at the feet of Lord Krishna and
seek his succour and counsel. Thus, even this grief and
despondency became a Yoga, a path to spirituality by opening
himself and all posterity too, to the profound revelations of the
Bhagavad Gita which can be considered as the heart-beat of the
Absolute. The first chapter of the Gita has been rightly described
as Vishada Yoga (the spiritual path of despondency).
4

The entire Bhagavad Gita consisting of 18 Chapters can
be divided into a three-fold discipline of six chapters each,
representing the significance of one of the greatest Vedic aphorisms
"TAT TWAM ASI' ("THAT THOU ART' OR "YOU ARE THAT'). An
elaboration in this order, viz., Tat, Twam and Asi would have
been difficult for the ordinary aspirant to comprehend as TAT
(GOD) is an unknown factor. So the Gita deals with the situation
in a practical manner and takes up first the TWAM i.e., the
aspirant himself.

S¢dhan¢s in Bhagavad Gita

The first six chapters deal with the spiritual discipline of
perfection for the individual (TWAM). The second six chapters
delineate the glory and universality of the Absolute (TAT). It
is the YOGA of Universalisation. The last six chapters deal with
the paths, methods, techniques and disciplines needed to attain
right and proper identification of the aspirant (TWAM) with the
Absolute Universal (TAT). This equation is ""Asi'' - i.e., a Yoga
of right identification.
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CHAPTER II

YOU ARE NOT THE BULB ;
YOU ARE ELECTRICITY SUPREME

S¢dhan¢s in Bhagavad Gita

The instructions of the Lord start from verse 2 of this
chapter. He starts by cutting at the very root of our ignorance
by distinguishing the soul or spirit as apart from the body. All
S¢dhana presupposes a basic conviction that the body is the self
and this causes all the sorrows and sufferings in this world. A
Zero watt bulb in a room is unhappy and feels miserable that
it has been born as a lowly insignificant bulb, while the other
bulbs of 60W, 200W and 1000W are all very brilliant, more
attractive and popular. The Zero watt bulb is ignorant that it
is the same electricity from the same source that illumines it
as also the other bulbs of 60W, 200W or 1000W. The day it
realises that it is not the inert bulb with its limitations but the
Electricity Supreme of infinite Wattage, it is freed from its
sorrows and becomes self-realised. The bulb has a date of
manufacture and it could be smashed to pieces one day and die
but the Electricity illumining the bulb was never born nor will
it die. The electricity never even gets bruised when the bulb
is smashed to pieces. It is the same electricity which goes into
all the bulbs and makes them function. If the bulb gets fused
(dies), we may just throw it off and replace it with another bulb
of either the same power or a higher one. One may call it as
re-birth. Who is re-born? Death is a mere occasion when one
discards the old worn-out clothes and wears a new one. The
soul or self remains the same.
6

V¡S¡MSI J£RN¡NI
NAV¡NI G§H³¡TI
TATH¡ ¹AR£R¡³I
ANY¡NI SA»Y¡TI

YATH¡ VIH¡YA
NARO' PAR¡NI
VIH¡YA J£R³ANY
NAV¡NI DEH£ II
(II-22)

It was never born and it can never die. It cannot be pierced
by weapons, or consumed by fire nor can it be corroded by
air or water.
NAINA» CHINDANTI ¹ASTR¡³I
NAINA» DAHATI P¡VAKA©
NA CAINA» KLEDAYANTY¡PO
NA ¹O½AYATI M¡RUTA© II
(II-23)

One may be an engineer, another a doctor and yet another
a clerk. It is the same Self or God which goes into all these
bodies and makes them function, irrespective of their ages, race,
caste, country, qualifications and character. Who then can be
your foe and who be your friend?

Z¡Z§ oN>ÝXpÝV eómoU Z¡Z§ XhoV [mdH$•$&
Z M¡Z§ ·b{X`ÝË`m[m{ Z em{f`oV _méV•$&&

(II-22)

S¢dhan¢s in Bhagavad Gita

(II-23)

dmgm§og OrUm©oZ `Wm odhm` ZdmoZ J¥†moV Zam{@[amoU$&
VWm earamoU odhm` OrUm©oZ AÝ`moZ g§`moV ZdmoZ X{hr$&&

One principal S¢dhana is to constantly contemplate on this
and repeat to oneself again and again that ""I am not the body
which is subject to changes, old age and death. I am the Soul
- the pure consciousness''. For such a contemplation, Sankara's
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verses called ""NIRVANA ¹ATKAM'' are excellent. The first
verse is :-

Mano buddhyhank¢ra chitt¢ni n¢ham
Na ca srotra jihve na ca ghr¢na netre
Na ca vyoma bh¦mih na tejo na v¢yuª
Chid¢nanda r¦pah ¹ivoham ¹ivoham.

(I am not the mind, intellect, ego or chitta
I am not the ear, tongue, nose or eyes
I am not the space, earth, fire or air
I am of the form of consciousness and Bliss
I am SIVA, I am SIVA)

_Zm{ ]wX²Ü`h§H$ma oMÎmmoZ Zmh§
Z M lm{Ì oOˆ{ Z M K«mU Z{Ì{
Z M ì`m{_ ^yo_• Z V{Om{ Z dm`w•
oMXmZ§X ê$[• oedm{@h± oedm{@h_²

S¢dhan¢s in Bhagavad Gita

The body of a man undergoes various changes from birth
to death. From childhood he grows into boyhood, from boyhood
to manhood and thence into old age. Every few years, a man's
features change beyond recognition and all his constituent cells/
tissues, skin etc. get renewed/replaced again and again. Nothing
remains the same. Still the man has always been responding to the
same name say Mr. X. What is it that has remained unchanged
when the entire body-mind complex has been undergoing numerous
transformations? It is only the I-thought or I-consciousness which
has been remaining unchanged all through the years and responding

8

to the name of Mr. X. Again this I - thought of Mr. X is not separate
and distinct as it is the same consciousness which has inhabited
the various bodies of Mr. Y, Mr. Z and others also.
Till such time as one does not recognise that one is not the
body but is the Spirit or Soul which is aware of its own existence
(hence it is in itself the very Awareness and Existence) and this
is the one undifferentiated spirit which pervades all the bodies of
all beings, one will continue to be involved in a series of births
and deaths and consequently subject to all miseries and sorrows.
It is this one immortal spirit of Infinite power, unlimited
in its scope, which pervades all the bodies and beyond them
too (immanent as also transcendental) which is called the Self
or God. When once a person ceases to identify himself with
the limited, evanescent, inert and unreal body and realises his
oneness with the all-pervasive and Infinite Overself (called also
God) he is freed from all unhappiness and miseries and becomes
all Bliss. This is known as Liberation (Mukti or Moksha) and
is called by the terms Self-realisation or God-realisation. Due
to ignorance (which is attributed to the deluding power of God
termed as M¢ya) man forgets his real form, limits himself to
the tiny body full of limitations and becomes the individual soul
(JIVA). The moment he wakes up to this reality and recognises
his own true Self by surrendering the individual ego (I-sense)
to the Overself or God (Paramatma) he gets liberated even while
alive (not after death). He becomes a perfect man (STHITA

S¢dhan¢s in Bhagavad Gita

PRAJNA) established in self-poise and in constant communion with

God.
9
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The aforesaid aspects do not constitute some mere
philosophical theories for an intellectual appreciation. These are
to be read again and again and constantly meditated upon. An
unceasing meditation on the following Mantra alone is capable
of leading us to liberation. ""I am not the body; I am the Self;
I am all BLISS. I am SATCHIDANANDA''. For attaining this state
one essential S¢dhana is forbearance i.e., to remain unaffected
by either joy or sorrow, heat or cold, praise or censure and
other pairs of opposites. The rest of this chapter and all the
other chapters give the various types of S¢dhan¢s to suit aspirants
of different capabilities, tastes and proclivities.

S¢dhan¢s in Bhagavad Gita

Initially, no doubt, our scriptures enjoin us to perform
actions categorised as good and to abstain from bad actions, the
good deeds earning us merits (punyas) leading to enjoyment of
pleasures and the bad deeds resulting in sins (p¢pa) leading to
experience of sorrows. Such a course, if followed for long, will
lead us to interminable rounds of births and deaths to enable
encashing the fruits of our merits and sins. The Gita, therefore,
exhorts one to perform one's own duties which naturally fall to
one's lot by virtue of his birth, environment, the station in life
and other circumstances but with a difference as explained below.
Such duties are termed as Swadharma. All actions including
Swadharma have inbuilt reactions in the form of rewards for good
deeds and punishment (sufferings) for bad deeds for reaping
which one has to be embodied and reborn. Thus, all actions bind
us to this phenomenal world as the fruits of actions are distributed
only in subsequent births.

10

(II-44)

BHOGAISVARYA-PRASAKT¡N¡»-TAY¡-PAH§TA CETAS¡M
VYAVAS¡Y¡TMIK¡ BUDDHI© SAM¡DHOU NA VIDH£YATE

^m{J¡œ`©àgº$mZm§ V`m[öVM{Vgm_² &
ì`dgm`mpË_H$m ]woÕ• g_mYm¡ Z odYr`V{$&&

S¢dhan¢s in Bhagavad Gita

(II-44)

Thus, both good and bad actions entangle us in this world
of misery. This can be avoided only if we cease to bother about
the results of our actions and face with equanimity both success
and failure, victory and defeat or gains and losses. In addition,
we should develop tolerance and forbearance by not reacting to
the pairs of opposites (DWANDW¡S) like pleasure and pain. We
can develop this mental attitude by contemplating and realising
that pleasure, pain etc. are not permanent features. All these
sensations are temporary, arise out of contact of our senses (eye,
tongue etc.) with worldly objects and disappear in due course.
So long as we do selfish actions (including Vedic rituals) for
pursuit of our own material happiness and consider the enjoyment
of worldly pleasures and power as the be-all and end-all of our
life, our mind will never be steady but will be subject to waves
of depression, despondency, despair etc. Many spiritual Sadhakas
complain that when they sit for meditation the mind remains
restless, full of various thoughts and refuses to do Japa (chanting
of sacred syllables of God) or think of God continuously. So
long as we remain slaves of desires for worldly enjoyments,
wealth, power etc., our mind can never concentrate on God or
get established in any type of meditation.
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Desires are all due to latent predelictions or tendencies i.e.,
a pre-conditioning (Vasanas) which lie embedded in our computermemory called Chitta. These can be quelled by exercise of our
Will Power, strengthened by invoking God's help through prayers.
Vasanas are not the unavoidable destiny. The unavoidable reactions
to past deeds in previous births are called PR¡RABDHA and
express themselves as good or bad events or happenings. These
are generally infallible and cannot be prevented. Vasanas which
are impressions of past actions (good or bad) taking the form
of tendencies (good or bad) are aggressive advisers guiding our
desires and consequent fresh actions which in their turn involve
us in future births. These are capable of being overcome by
exercise of our will power or other means. The main S¢dhana
prescribed by the Gita in the very beginning is as follows:-

Perform all actions but with an attitude of utter indifference
to their returns (results). Do not be attached either to the action
or to its results. Such an action will be rendered powerless to
bind you. You rise above both good and bad. No sins will ever
accrue to you.

(II-47)

(II-47)

This does not, however, mean that one should abandon
all actions whatsoever and sit apparently quiet. One should not
fall into inaction and try to escape from the duties which naturally
befall one's lot.

H$_©Ê`{dmoYH$mañV{ _m \$b{fw H$XmMZ &
_m H$_©\$bh{Vw^y©_m© V{ g‹m{@ñËdH$_©oU$&&

S¢dhan¢s in Bhagavad Gita

KARMA³YEV¡DHIK¡RASTE M¡ PHALE½U KAD¡CANA
M¡ KARMA-PHALA-HETUR-BH¥R-M¡ TE SA«GO¹TVA-KARMA³I
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Performance of those duties which fall naturally to one's
lot is necessary for purification of the mind (Chitta Suddhi) and
for spiritual development. But it should be done with the special
technique of mentally detaching oneself from attachment to
the results (failure or success) and by being indifferent towards
the returns accruing from the actions. Then the entire chemistry
of the action is changed and its poisonous fangs rendered
harmless. This is the secret of the path of action (KARMA YOGA)
and this is also termed as BUDDHI YOGA (yoga of wisdom).
Lastly, in this chapter, Lord Krishna delineates the main
qualities to be developed by a Sadhaka in order to become
perfect, a STHITA PRAJNA - a man of steadfast mind (verses 55
to 71).

(II-55)

(i) Nip all materialistic ambitions and desires in the bud,
in their very source even while they arise in the heart. Have
no expectations or wants to be fulfilled from any external objects
but be completely happy in remaining absorbed in the
contemplation of the Self.
PRAJAH¡TI YAD¡ K¡M¡N SARV¡N P¡RTHA MANOGAT¡N
¡TMANYEV¡TMAN¡ TU½¯A© STHITA PRAJ³AS TADOCYATE

àOhmoV `Xm H$m_mÝgdm©Ý[mW© _Zm{JVmZ² $&
AmË_Ý`{dmË_Zm Vwï>• pñWVàkñVXm{À`V{$&& (II-55)
S¢dhan¢s in Bhagavad Gita

(ii) Do not react with fear, anger, unhappiness, joy etc.
to any external stimulus or happening. Do not be overwhelmed
by sorrows. Have no attachment to comforts and pleasures. Do
not jump with joy when some good thing befalls you nor get
overwhelmed and depressed when something bad happens.

13
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This attitude can be cultivated by sheer persistent practice and
a confidence that whatever happens is by GOD's will which is
always for your ultimate good.

(iii) Turn away from and refuse to be attracted by any
sense object. Whenever you find yourself attracted by any sense
object - say a beautiful woman, a delicious dish, a haunting
melody or an inebriating fragrance etc., deliberately withdraw
your eyes, tongue, ears, nose etc. from those tempting objects
with the ease of the tortoise which withdraws its limbs into its
shell as soon as it apprehends an assault by men, animals, external
objects, etc.

By repeated practice on each occasion, by tutoring your
mind just like persuading a child and by discriminative enquiry
(Vichara) about self and non-self (body, world etc.) the states
mentioned above can be achieved.

This practice should be pursued deliberately. For instance
whenever you get a favourite dish of yours - say Ice cream, say
"No' to it and abstain from taking it on a few occasions and
later on permanently. Extend it to reading newspapers or fiction,
smoking a cigarette, seeing T.V. etc. Innovate your own methods
to control the senses. There are several more methods explained
in later chapters like (1) Prayers to the Lord (2) surrendering
oneself to the Lord by abandoning all sense of doership etc.

S¢dhan¢s in Bhagavad Gita

The importance of the control of senses for spiritual
progress can never be over emphasised. In order to master the
senses one should constantly think of God who is seated in one's
heart as one's real Self.
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(iv) Control the mind too. It is not enough if the senses
are controlled. The mind may continue to brood over the worldly
objects even after the senses have been physically withdrawn.
Sustained and continued thinking of worldly objects leads to
attachment. Such an attachment will lead to anger and loss of
rational thinking and ultimately to utter ruin. Turn the direction
of the mind from the objects by restraining the senses of perception
and action and keep the mind ever fixed on the Self (God).
Lastly, Lord Krishna sums up his recipe for peace of mind
and absolute bliss in the following formula:-

(II-71)

VIH¡YA K¡M¡N YAH SARV¡N PUM¡»¹ CARATI NI©SP§HA©
NIRMAMO NIRAHA»K¡RA© SA ¹ANTIM ADHIGACHHATI

odhm` H$m_mÝ`• gdm©Ý[w_m§üaoV oZ•ñ[¥h• $&
oZ_©_m{ oZah§H$ma• g empÝV_oYJÀN>oV$&& (II-71)
S¢dhan¢s in Bhagavad Gita

Abandon all desires and accept all happenings. Be free from
attachment (including to your own body). Remember you are
not the doer. All events happen; you are a witness to and not
a participant in all the happenings and actions which take place.
Thus the ego is removed. Have no sense of possession. Just as
you came into the world with no possession, so also you go
out of it without taking any object with you. It is the sense of
possession which creates attachment. If you practise this, all
peace and bliss will be yours. What the Lord advocates in this
very significant chapter is not inaction or absence of Karma but
the practice of Nishk¢ma Karma i.e., action without attachment
to results. This, in other words, has been described as ""YOGAH
KARMASU KAUSALAM''. (II-51) i.e., this type of KARMA YOGA is
the expert way of doing action without the latter catching and
binding us.

15
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CHAPTER III

ACT BUT NO ATTACHMENT PLEASE

Gita is a unique blessing for the modern world as it bestows
on us a beautiful psychotherapy-like a device through which
one can continue with one's worldly actions, say those of a house
holder. Here, simple psychological trick is involved i.e., renouncing
one's attachment to the results of actions. It is not necessary
for people to renounce all actions altogether and to take up
monkhood (Sannyasa) in order to succeed in the spiritual path.
This idea given in the seed form in Chapter II is being expanded
in Chapters III to V.

Neither abandoning all actions and resorting to inaction nor
taking up formal Sannyasa (renunciation) will lead to salvation.
Absolute inaction is impossible for even a second as man's
natural instinct (Guna) will compel him willy nilly to some action
or the other. If a person were to restrain his senses of action
viz. hands, legs etc. and sitting quietly goes on thinking of worldly
objects, he will be called a "hypocrite'. Hence restraining the
senses in coordination with mind control is essential.

The secret of performing action successfully without being
bound by it lies in dedicating all actions to the Lord and
performing them for His sake. One should divinise all day to
day actions by offering them to the Lord.

S¢dhan¢s in Bhagavad Gita

Perform your duties without attachment, for the sake of
God, as a duty to the Lord. Such an action is a sacrifice (Yajna).
This generous extension of the term "Yajna' is an innovation of
16

the Gita. Whenever an action is shorn of any selfish interest and
is offered to the Lord, it redounds to the good of the society and
hence it is termed as Yajna. The Supreme Lord is verily present
in all such yajnas and is thus realisable through them.
All benefits and enjoyments stem from the Divine who is
pleased by the yajna and the one who revels in them without
routing it back to the Divine through dedication of all actions
to God will be considered as a thief. Such people become sinners.
However, those whose minds have already been purified
by this Karma Yoga and have attained steadfastness of the mind
by practice of the yoga of discriminative knowledge remain
contented with the Self and have no duty to perform. Those
knowers of the Self who are freed from the false identification
of the Self with the body have no duty to perform except to
remain established in Self awareness. They are not concerned
about performing any action nor with non-performance. Despite
their non-concern, such knowers of Self do continue to do actions
in order to set an example to others and in the interests of
mankind. Thus, as God himself is ever engaged in working for
the welfare of the world, the enlightened persons also follow
His example and perform actions for the welfare of the mankind.
They are also careful not to unsettle the minds of those people
who believe in Karma Yoga but on the contrary, encourage them
to do their duties.

S¢dhan¢s in Bhagavad Gita

While all actions of a common man are being done by
the senses of perception and the senses of action forming part
of the body-mind complex, a creation of nature, he deludes
himself into thinking ""I am the doer of action''. This is because
17
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of the fact that the false I (ego) appropriates the doership. The
s¢dhana is to remain uninvolved in all actions by discriminating
thus ""I do not do any actions. All actions happen and I am
only aware of them. The eye sees, the ear hears, the legs carry
me and thus the respective senses are engaged in their
respective actions. I do nothing''. Such a repeated contemplation
quells the ego and in the absence of the ego there cannot be
any attachment. This is a method for cultivating non-attachment
to the actions and their results.

S¢dhan¢s in Bhagavad Gita

To illustrate the aforesaid point, it is the legs which carry
a person to the dining table, it is the hands which contact the
plate and put the food in the mouth and it is the gullet which
gulps down the food and catapults it into the stomach. The person
has no right to say ""I went to the dining room and took my
lunch''. All beings act according to their nature, being impelled
by likes and dislikes i.e., love and hatred. One should control
these likes and dislikes. Otherwise they will give rise to desire
(for action) and anger (if frustrated in one's efforts to achieve
one's desire). Desire and anger are two great enemies of man,
which cloud his wisdom and compel him to commit sinful deeds.
The senses, mind and intellect are the abodes (source) of desire
and anger. One should establish oneself by being absorbed in
the Self by controlling the mind and the senses. This is the way
to annihilate the two great enemies viz. desire and anger. One
should free oneself from the tyranny of the senses, mind and
intellect by taking complete refuge in the contemplation of the
Self which is the supreme most.
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CHAPTER IV

NON-ACTION IN ACTION
As it is difficult for a man to conceive of and contemplate
on a formless and all-pervasive God, the Eternal Supreme Being
manifests itself in a special way by taking birth among human
beings as Rama, Krishna, Vamana and so on. This is called
AVATAR (Incarnation) and it takes place whenever there is decline
in righteousness, for re-establishing Dharma. Merely contemplating
and trying to understand the secret behind the disportations
(Leelas) of these incarnations of the Lord will lead us to salvation.
Lord with form in the shape of incarnations and the formless
Eternal being are both two sides of the same coin. It is easy
to build up our faith on these embodied incarnations of the Divine
whose Leelas could be a source of inspiration in our progress
towards spirituality.
Sri Krishna Prem has quoted from Madame Blavatsky's
"The Voice of the Silence' that the Lord's incarnation is ""the
ladder whose feet rest deep in the deep mire of the disciples'
sins and failings but whose summit is lost in the glorious light
of Nirvana''. The one who knows the secret of the Supreme
being's incarnation and his sporting in the world does not have
re-birth after casting off the body.

S¢dhan¢s in Bhagavad Gita

Thus, even the Lord has been engaged continously in
various actions for the benefit of mankind but has no hankerings
after the fruit of His actions. Naturally He is not touched by
those actions.
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This apparently new technique of Karma Yoga propounded
in previous chapters is not an innovation of Lord Krishna but
is a renovation of a hoary tradition of the past.

The one who has given up attachment to the results of
action, even if he is engaged in action, should be considered
as doing nothing. This is known as Non-action/Inaction in action.
Even the enlightened man who may perform actions merely for
the maintenance of the body or selflessly for the welfare of
mankind, is to be considered as doing nothing. All his actions
are only inactions as they are devoid of attachment and motive
and are burnt away by the fire of his wisdom. The enlightened
man is always aware that he is only the Self which is bereft
of all actions.

YASYA SARVE SAM¡RAMBH¡© K¡MA-SA»KALPA-VARJIT¡©
J-¡N¡GNI-DAGDHA-KARM¡³A» TAM¡HU© PA³±ITA» BUDH¡©

(IV-19)

S¢dhan¢s in Bhagavad Gita

`ñ` gd} g_maå^m• H$m_g§H$ë[doO©Vm• $&
kmZmo¾X½YH$_m©U§ V_mhþ• [pÊS>V§ ]wYm•$&& (IV-19)

Whenever any project is undertaken or action is performed
for the sake of the Lord, dedicating it to Him, such action takes
the form of a sacrifice or Yajna. It is considered as inaction.
On the contrary, even when a person is apparently sitting quiet
but in his ego is having the idea ""I am happily seated quietly,
without doing anything'', that inaction is to be considered as
action, as it has the capacity to bind him. When once we do
all actions for the sake of the Lord, we do them with perfection
and love. Whether a housewife, a professional, a businessman,
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a clerk or someone else, he will never have job dissatisfaction
nor feel his work a drudgery as he no longer works to satisfy
his wife, children, bosses or others, but works for the Universal
Master, who is his own.
A real dedication of every action to the Lord is when one
does it with the full knowledge that the performance of the
sacrifice, the act of offering, the oblation offered by the self
into the fire of the self, are all manifestations of the Supreme
Being (Brahman), with the goal being also that Brahman, the
Eternal Self. In the ultimate, Eternal Self alone exists as the only
reality and the vision of the entire world of beings and objects
is an eternal cosmic drama where the entire stage, the seers,
the actors, the drama script ---- all remain as His play of
imagination just like our dreams. The seeker is the sought and
also constitutes all the means of equipment with which he seeks.
Treat the entire life as a play or a drama where the Supreme
Being itself plays all the roles, is the Director who guides the
play and forms the audience too. Then no desires,
disappointments, grief or sufferings can ever assail you so long
as you are constantly conscious of the Presence of God, the only
truth behind all the Drama. This is a supreme technique which
will lead one to salvation.

]«÷m[©U§ ]«÷ hod]«©÷m¾m¡ ]«÷Um hþV_² $&
]«÷¡d V{Z JÝVì`§ ]«÷H$_©g_moYZm$&& (IV-24)
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( IV-24 )

BRAHM¡RPA³A» BRAHMA HAVIR BRAHM¡GNAU BRAHMA³¡ HUTAM
BRAHMAIVA TENA GANTAVYA» BRAHMA-KARMA-SAM¡DHIN¡
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This is a powerful Mantra which is recited daily in all
Ashramas in the dining hall before taking food. The entire food
becomes purified and becomes a Prasada, a gift from God.

In actual practice, all the following actions done selflessly
constitute a sacrifice which washes off one's sins:-

1. Restraining and controling outgoing senses and vital breath
(Pranayama).

2. Offering of Charity to the needy.

3. Undertaking austerities and meditative practices undertaken
as an offering to the Lord.

4. Dedicating the entire life in pursuit of spiritual knowledge.

5. Sacrificing comforts by eating in moderation.

(IV-33)

(IV-33)

The practice of such spiritualised actions wipes off earthly
inclinations and temptations and the aspirant becomes fit for Selfrealization. It is the only way to peace of mind. All actions done
in this way lead one to the ultimate knowledge. The best among
all types of sacrifices (including the vedic ritualistic sacrifices)
is JNANA YAJNA i.e., dedicating the entire life in pursuit of the
knowledge of the Self.

l{`mÝÐì`_`mÚkmÁkmZ`k• [a§V[$&&
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""¹REY¡N-DRAVYA-MAY¡D-YAJ-¡J-J-¡NA-YAJ-A© PARA»TAPA''
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It is the Absolute knowledge which is pure consciousness
and the only Reality. It masquerades as the world and individual
souls (JIVA). On attaining this knowledge of the Self, all the
inevitable reactions of Karmas (actions) of the past namely the
rewards and punishments for the good and bad deeds committed
and awaiting to be allotted in further births get burnt up i.e.,
become sterile.
One should seek this knowledge by approaching those selfrealised seers who are established in the Self knowledge, with
all humility and after prostrating and rendering service to the
Guru, by enquiring about knowledge and ignornace, bondage and
liberation etc.
TAD-VIDDHI PRA³IP¡TENA PARIPRA¹NENA SEVAY¡
UPADESK½YANTI TE JN¡NA» J-¡NINAS-TATVA-DAR¹INA©
(IV-34)

One has to strive for knowldege with full faith in Scriptures
and Guru's words and with discipline.

VoÛoÕ àoU[mV{Z [naàý{Z g{d`m $&
C[X{ú`pÝV V{ kmZ§ kmoZZñVËËdXoe©Z•$&&

(IV-34)
S¢dhan¢s in Bhagavad Gita

When for once the ignorance is dispelled, actions will no
more have the power to bind him. The one whose doubts have
been cut asunder by the sword of knowledge, who has renounced
his attachment to all actions mentally and who has self control
remains immune to all bondage.
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It is not easy to separate ""S¢dhan¢s'' alone from the Gita
as a lot of portions which apparently look like theoretical
philosophy are meant for contemplation and meditation which
is the main sadhana. One should not develop an intellectual
approach to the wisdom revealed in the Gita. One has to develop
an intuition, a feeling from the heart which alone can help one
to grasp these profound truths which are beyond the capacity
of the senses and mind to perceive.
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CHAPTER V

DIVINISE DAILY ACTIONS
There are two methods of approach in the spiritual path:
(1) Karma Yoga : Performance of actions
without attachment to the results dedicating
them to the Lord with an implicit sacrificial
attitude.
(2) Sankhya Yoga : Abandonment of all
actions including obligatory duties and taking up
monkhood (this is Sannyasa or Renunciation).
In the former, the mind remains equipoised and
peaceful, while the body is active. It is a
beautiful synthesis of Action and Renunciation.
Here one learns to remain at the storm centre
while, all around, the storm rages. The one who
is free from all likes and dislikes should be
considered as a man of constant renunciation.
The ultimate goal of both the aforesaid paths is
one and the same
Still the former (KARMA YOGA) is easier to
practise than Sannyasa.

S¢dhan¢s in Bhagavad Gita

It is the false ego in the feeling of a separate ""I-I'' which
is the centre of all attachments and all conditioning in the form
of likes and dislikes. It flourishes by imagining that it is the doer
of all actions and thus invites bondage. As already discussed in
the previous chapter one should strive to shake off the feeling
of doership by remaining uninvolved as a mere witness. One
25
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should learn to look at all the actions done by the respective
senses without a feeling of like or dislike. All actions are
nature's show and just happen. You are neither the actor nor
the agent for any action. If you are travelling by train from
Calcutta to Delhi, it is the train which moves and not "you'.
If one adopts this attitude, one shall not be bound by the results
of either good or bad actions which the body performs. One
then rises beyond good and bad and ultimately gets freed once
and for all from the interminable cycle of birth and death.

One should always contemplate that one is the Self. One's
intellect should be ever engaged in the contemplation of the Self.
One should keep the realisation of the Self as one's supreme
goal in life and should be established in meditating on it. Such
a person will never again associate the self with his body as
he attains Self knowledge.

TADBUDDHAYAS-TAD¡TM¡NAS-TANNI½¯H¡S-TAT-PAR¡YA³A©
GACHHANTYA-PUNAR¡VRUTTI» J-¡NA-NIRDH¥TAKALMA½¡©

(V-17)

Every aspirant should cultivate the following characteristics
of those who have attained self knowledge and given up all actions
(i.e., monks):-

1. Look upon all - whether a dog, a learned scholar or a person
of inferior caste-with the same vision of equality.

VX²]wÕ`ñVXmË_mZñVoÞð>mñVË[am`Um•
JÀN>ÝË`[wZamd¥qÎm kmZoZYy©VH$ë_fm•
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(v-17)

2. Do not jump with joy on getting something desirable or
favourable nor get dejected with something unfavourable. Let
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the mind ever remain steadfast in the contemplation of
the Supreme being.
3. Detach your mind from all external objects and attach it
only to the Supreme being (i.e., constantly meditate on the
Supreme being and its attributes to the extent and in the
manner described in the Upanishads and Gita). Contemplate
on the fact that all enjoyments which one experiences from
the external objects through one's senses are of a temporary
nature and often result only in miseries.
4. While alive, exercise your free will and restraint and
withstand the impulsive surges of desire and anger. Do
not allow yourself to be overwhelmed by them. This is also
a formula for getting happiness and liberation
¹AKNOT£-HAIVA YA© SO±HU» PR¡K ¹AR£RAVIMOK½A³¡T
K¡MAKRODHODBHAVA» VEGA» SA YUKTAHê SA SUKH£ NARA©
(V-23)

Those seers who keep the senses under control and are
engaged in actions redounding to the welfare of all beings
attain liberation.
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e·Zm{Vrh¡d `• gm{Tw>§ àmH²$earaod_m{jUmV² $&
H$m_H«$m{Ym{Ød§ d{J§ g `wº$• g gwIr Za• && (5-23)

5. One should always meditate on the Lord as the controller
of all the worlds, the enjoyer of fruits of all selfless sacrificial
actions done by the aspirants and the benefactor and friend
of all creatures. This leads one to ultimate peace when once
he is able to realise these attributes of Lord through spiritual
experience.
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CHAPTER VI

MEDITATE AND REALISE

According to certain commentators, the entire Gita is an
exposition of the great aphorism (TAT TWAM ASI) "You are
that'. This chapter is the transition from the yoga of purification
of the aspirant (TWAM) to the Yoga of illumination or revelation
of that (TAT). It starts with Meditation as a technique of mental
discipline in order to raise the consciousness to the higher levels
leading to enlightenment. Actions like daily obligatory rites and
other duties are necessary preliminaries to the yoga of meditation.
Action without attachment to its fruit is essential in the early
stages of S¢dhana, for the purification of the mind from the
accumulated negative tendencies. Then only he gets established
in detachment and can forsake all planning for actions without
any thoughts of desires motivating him to action. At this stage,
a complete withdrawal from all actions (i.e., inaction) is necessary
as a means for remaining poised in the state of meditation.

S¢dhan¢s in Bhagavad Gita

Another essential quality necessary for being established in
meditation (Dhyan) is to give up likes and dislikes, preferences
and prejudices etc., and to treat all men alike. One's mind should
remain equipoised without likes or dislikes towards friend or foe,
joy or sorrow, heat or cold, praise or censure, etc. So long as the
mind is swayed by desires, feelings of hatred, hostility, comfort,
discomfort and selfish attachment to those who are one's favourites
or other external objects, it will not settle down and concentrate
on God. The thoughts will again and again veer round to those
to whom we are attached or those whom we hate. One should,
therefore, seek solitude, keep his mind under control and should
be freed from desires, greed, attachment and sense of possession.
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One should choose a clean place for meditation, neither
too high nor too low and cover the place for seating by
spreading KUSA grass, deer skin and a cloth - one over the
other. This is necessary in order to avoid dissipation of the energy
by getting earthed, the Kusa grass etc., serving the purpose of
insulation. One should keep the body, neck and head upright
to ensure free activity of Heart, Lungs and Pranic energy (Vital
breath). This type of posture without being tense is necessary
for guiding the mind inwards. One may direct his eyes mentally
to the tip of the nose and concentrate on the Lord, keeping
the body firm (free from shaking or any such movement). The
mind should be free from tension, agitation and lustful thoughts.
He should be firm in his vow of celibacy and avoid dissipation
of sensual energy.
As food and sleep are factors which influence our mind
and meditation, moderation in both is advocated. Extremes in
either taking too much food or resorting to fasting and either
sleeping too much or keeping awake most of the night are
to be avoided. One should keep to the middle path. This applies
to engagement in activities and movements too.
When the mind is free from all desires being restrained
through the practice of YOGA and rests on Self alone, the mind
becomes concentrated and steady like a lamp in a windless place
and free from the blasts of wind. Attaining this state is the greatest
of all gains. When once established in this state, no sorrows,
hardships or sufferings, however great, will be capable of assailing
him.

S¢dhan¢s in Bhagavad Gita

In this yogic path, perseverance in bringing the mind which
goes towards various objects or incidents back to the Self again
and again is very essential.
29
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The yogi who is established in his Self through the aforesaid
practice will have an equal vision and will be able to identify
himself with all beings. He will see his own self in all beings
and will see all beings in the Lord (Self).

The question arises as to how to control the mind (which
is the main base for Sadhana). As per Lord Krishna, the mind
can be completely subdued only by repeated practice of
remembering God's name (bringing the mind again and again to
the Lord as many times as it goes astray) and through detachment
i.e., abandoning all desires for enjoyment of worldly objects.

S¢dhan¢s in Bhagavad Gita

Arjuna asks a very relevant question as to what happens
to an aspirant who lacks in perseverance and sustained effort
and whose mind gets deflected from the path of yoga. Lord
Krishna assures him that to the extent the aspirant had done
Sadhana, it will be carried over to his credit and will never be
lost. After residing in several celestial regions of enjoyment, such
a fallen aspirant will after several births be born in the house
of the pious and the prosperous. Otherwise, he could be born
in the family of yogis. He will be endowed with the wisdom
acquired by yoga in the previous births and will automatically
strive for perfection.
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CHAPTER VII

HE IS ALL
While the 3rd to 5th chapters opened the doorway of
KARMAYOGA (Action) for God-realisation, the 6th chapter opened
the doorway for meditation (DHY¡NA). In the current chapter,
the third door viz. the path of Devotion and surrender is being
opened. Even though so many paths exist, it is only one among
several thousands who begins to strive for reaching the Lord and
out of those who strive, it is a rare one who perseveres till he
succeeds in God realisation.
All the creation in the universe is constituted of two things
- the indivisible Atman (Self) and the eightfold forms of Prak¨ti
the divine dynamic power of the Lord called also as M¢ya. The
eightfold forms are earth, water, fire, air, space, mind, intellect
and ego ("I' sense). The Lord is the Alpha and Omega of all
things in the universe and the ultimate source. It is this Universal
Self which has also become the individual soul called J£VA. The
effulgence of the Sun and the Moon, the essence of the five
elements, the intellect of the wise, the strength of the strong,
the life-breath in all beings, the austerity of the ascetics, etc.,all these are but the play of the Lord who is pure consciousness.
The desideratum of all things in this universe is this one
Consciousness. In this context it will be relevant to quote the
following from the Gospel, according to Thomas, discovered in
NAG HAMMADI cave in EGYPT in 1945.

S¢dhan¢s in Bhagavad Gita

""I am the light which is over everything. I am the All.
From me the All has gone forth and to me the All has returned.
Split the wood, I am there. Lift the stone and you will find me.''
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(VII-14)

It is because of the play of M¢ya - the projecting power
of the Lord which is made up of three modes (gunas) - Satwa,
Rajas and Tamas that we see so much variety and difference
between object and object and get conditioned into liking or
disliking these objects. Such likes and dislikes propel us into
actions which bind us, resulting in sorrows and sufferings. If we
want to escape from the clutches of M¢ya, unconditional
surrender with devotion to the Lord, accepting whatever
happens through His will as supreme is the only way.

""DAIVI HYˆ½A GU³AMAY£ MAMA M¡Y¡ DURATYAY¡
M¡MEVA YE PRAPADYANTE M¡Y¡M-ET¡M TARANTI TE''

Surrender is annihilation of the ego by unconditionally
subjugating oneself to the universal self who should be seen in
all forms and objects. Devotion is completely channelising all
emotions of the heart towards God. This is the main base for
all S¢dhan¢s.

S¢dhan¢s in Bhagavad Gita

X¡dr ø{fm JwU_`r __ _m`m XwaË``m $&
_m_{d `{ à[ÚÝV{ _m`m_{Vm§ Va§oV V{ $&& (VII-14)

considering Lord as the saviour after having been afflicted
by distress, sorrows and sufferings.
seeking Lord out of a scientific curiosity.
seeking fulfilment of desires.
seeking wisdom.
All these categories are considered as devotees.

We may approach the Lord in any one of the four attitudes
given below:(i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
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Even the habit of seeking material desires from God will,
in due course, strengthen our faith in and devotion to God and
ultimately lead us to the supreme goal.
In Lord's eyes, the seeker of wisdom (JN¡NI) is the perfect
devotee as he is deemed the very self of the Lord. But the JN¡NI
has to slog for many births before he could realise that all this
is verily Krishna - the Self and thus attain the Lord.
All the various gods which people worship in order to get
material gains are but the limited editions of the one unlimited
Infinite being. It is the supreme Lord who kindles the devotion
in the worshippers of these gods and also grants the desires in
the form of those gods. Such worshippers gain limited results.
The devotees who worship Him as the unlimited pure
Consciousness reach their supreme goal of perennial happiness,
while others get only limited and temporary benefits. Even when
a person worships gods like SIVA, RAMA, KRISHNA etc. he should
do it with the attitude that he is worshipping the Supreme
Brahman only through all those forms or names.

S¢dhan¢s in Bhagavad Gita

One should realise that it is the Supreme Being who has
become the world as well as the individual soul (JIVA). The
appearance of manifold objects is a sheer illusion due to the
projective power of His Maya. Those who strive by taking refuge
at the Lord's feet will ultimately realise, at the time of death,
Brahman as being all the individual entities, all actions and
as the Reality underlying the individual self and the entire
world. This is one type of meditation suitable to those who are
unable still to develop full dispassion towards the world and its
objects.
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CHAPTER VIII

OH DEATH! WHERE IS THY STING?

The fear of death is the most overwhelming and frightening
sensation in the minds of most of the people especially when
they grow older.

This chapter gives the technique of realization at the last
moments of life so that we could attain bliss, peace and
immortality.

But one cannot afford to be careless and complacent till the
last moments of one's life. Unless this technique is practised
diligently all through one's life, it cannot be wielded at the death
bed.

All manifestation springs from the limitation of Brahman,
the Supreme being who is beyond all and stands alone as
imperishable. He is neither the subject (seer) nor the object
(seen). He, by his power of Maya, becomes the subject and sees
himself as the objects. The Brahman which projects itself as the
transcendent subject (called ADHY¡TMA) manifesting as the
individual soul (J£VA) residing in each body, stands in another
aspect as the eternal object (MOOLA PRAK§TI) also, which
becomes the unmanifest source of the manifest world of forms
which goes on changing all the time (called the physical entity
i.e., Adhi Bhutam). On the other hand, Brahman also remains
the witnessing consciousness in all the beings, as the indweller
(ADHI DAIVATAM) Purusha. The universal self, the subtle centre
from which all beings get their sense power is the (Adhi
Daivatam) DIVINE ENTITY.

S¢dhan¢s in Bhagavad Gita

Because of this two fold nature of Brahman manifesting
as the consciousness (Chaitanya) and the insentient (jada) body
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(which is part of the world of forms), even at the critical hour
of death one identifies oneself with the mortal form called body
and not with the immortal. It is the imagination that we are the
body which has involved us in disasters and it is again through
the imagination identifying ourselves with the immortal that we
can get out of this mess. As a man thinketh so he becomes.
Remembering the Lord at the time of death is the surest way
to reach Him. But only he who strives all through his life with
continuous practice of meditating on the Lord with an one pointed
mind will be able to remember God at death bed. Otherwise,
the remembrance of all the worldly activities and relatives to
whom we were attached all through our life will only come before
the mind's eye. Whatever thoughts come to the mind at the time
of death, they alone will influence the nature of subsequent life
and rebirth. Constant and one pointed remembrance of the God
till death is the key to liberation.

(VIII-7)

All through life, an aspirant has to fight against all negative
tendencies (accumulated as V¢sanas) inherited as a legacy from
previous births but if he constantly remembers Him and invokes
His presence while fighting, success is assured.
""TASM¡T-SARVˆ½U K¡LE½U M¡M ANUSMARA YUDHYA CA''
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Vñ_mËgd}fw H$mb{fw _m_Zwñ_a `wÜ` M $& (VIII-7)

Bhakthi or devotion expressing itself as constant
remembrance of the Lord is the best way to reach the Lord.
One can meditate on the Lord as the Omniscient, the Ancient,
the Over-ruler of all beings, the one who is subtler than the
minutest particle, the sustainer of all, one of inconceivable form,
self-luminous and beyond all darkness:-
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KAVI» PUR¡³AM-ANU-¹¡SIT¡RAM
A³ORAN£Y¡»SAM-ANUSMARED-YA©
SARVASYA DH¡T¡RAM ACINTYA-R¥PAM
¡DITYA-VAR³A» TAMASA© PARAST¡T.

This is a beautiful verse to meditate upon.

(VIII-9)

OM is the nearest symbol of the Supreme being. Close
the gates of senses by withdrawing the consciousness and keep
the mind merged in thoughts of the Lord, while concentrating
on the heart centre, at the time of death. Chant OM and leave
the body. Thus one could reach the highest state wherefrom there
will be no return to Sams¢ra.

Loving devotion with an anguishing heart towards the
beloved who is the higher Self is a great force which can take
one to the supreme abode of peace and bliss wherefrom there
is no return.

S¢dhan¢s in Bhagavad Gita

(VIII-9)

H$qd [wamU_ZwemogVma_² AUm{aUr`m§g_Zwñ_a{Ú• &
gd©ñ` YmVma_oMÝË`ê$[_² AmoXË` dUª V_g• [añVmV² &&

There are two paths by one or other of which all souls
go forth - the path of light and the path of darkness. The soul
of the one who has practised remembrance of the Lord all his
life will go through the bright path of consciousness from light
to light to the ultimate abode of Brahman. The one who has
been involved in activities (sacrifices etc.) throughout his life and
has not practised constant devotion to the Lord goes through
the smoky and dark path and has to come back and experience
the cycles of birth and death again and again.
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CHAPTER IX

LORD, UNTO YOU
I DEDICATE ALL I DO
This chapter has been labelled as RAJA YOGA - the royal path
leading to the Supreme. The main message of this chapter is to
dedicate all actions to the Lord and to surrender oneself to Him.
For instance if we eat food for the satisfaction of the palate, for
its taste, it becomes a latent impression in the mind, motivating
the future actions remaining as latent tendencies (V¢sanas). It
results in rebirth with another body to satisfy these latent desires.
Instead, if we dedicate our food, mentally offering it to the Lord
seated in our hearts, it becomes a gift (Prasada) from the Lord
and its effect is something unique and it purifies our body. Similarly
when a housewife cooks and does odd jobs for the husband and
children, if she dedicates such acts to the Lord and lovingly
performs them as an offering to Lord Krishna in the form of her
children and husband, she will never get tired or disgusted with
her job. Whether you are in Government service or in private
employment you should consider all the activities as Projects of
the Lord, the only master and as products of his Divine Will.
Dedicate all the fruits to Him and do not bother about recognition,
increment, promotion, etc., Such acts will cease to cause job
dissatisfaction and disgust. You will continue to do them with a
divine fervour and an attitude of love and perfection.

(IX-27)

S¢dhan¢s in Bhagavad Gita

`ËH$am{of `Xýmog `‚mwhm{of XXmog `V² $&
`Îm[ñ`og H$m¡ÝV{` VËHw$éîd _X[©U_² && (IX-27)

""YAT-KARO½I YAD A¹N¡SI YAJJUHO½I DAD¡SI YAT
YAT-TAPASYASI KOUNTEYA TAT-KURU½WA MADARPA³AM''
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""Whatever be your activity, whether it be eating, a
sacrificial act, giving charity or austerities, dedicate them all to
me''.

This is one of the S¢dhana capsules where Lord compresses
certain effective methods for God-realisation. Gita abounds in
such capsules.

It is the Lord who has pervaded the whole world in his
unmanifest form. He has created the world through his power
of M¢ya called PRAK§TI and is also its sustainer.

When once we understand this, it becomes easier to
dedicate all our acts to Him. When the Lord takes a human form
as Krishna or Rama etc. foolish people full of demoniacal
tendencies tend to disregard him.

The devotees (Bhaktas) worship the Lord by singing His
glory, surrendering themselves to Him with constant devotion and
striving to please Him with firm vows helpful in controlling the
senses. Even such formal worship of the personal God (SAGUNA)
is quite easy as the Lord is not concerned with big costly offerings
but with the attitude and intensity of devotion of the devotee.
He is well satisfied with the offering of a mere leaf, a flower,
a fruit or water even.

(IX-26)

""PATRA» PUSHPA» PHALA» TOYA» YO ME BHAKTY¡ PRAYACCHATI
TAD AHA» BHAKTYUPAH§TAM-A¹N¡MI PRAYAT¡TMANA©''

S¢dhan¢s in Bhagavad Gita

[Ì§ [wî[§ \$b§ Vm{`§ `m{ _{ ^·Ë`m à`ÀN>oV &
VXh§ ^·Ë`w[öV_ýmo_ à`VmË_Z• && (IX-26)

Even the other gods whom ignorant persons worship as
different from the Supreme one, are in reality the limited editions
of the one Supreme. But so long as people worship them without
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proper knowledge of the reality, they will get only limited and
temporary fruits. All dedication and worship is to be done to
that formless one Supreme Being only.

(IX-22)

Lord Krishna guarantees in no uncertain terms that he looks
after and secures the material welfare of all those devotees who
worship the Lord everywhere (in all objects) as an all pervasive
infinite Reality, and thus ceaselessly think of the Lord without
harbouring any other thought being ever zealously engaged in
His worship. In other words if one is to be engaged completely
with the Lord, he need not bother about taking care of his body
or of those dependent on him. Lord himself will see that all
the needs of such aspirant are met from time to time.
""ANANYAS - CINTAYANTÑ M¡» YE JAN¡© PARYUP¡SATE
TE½A» NITY¡BHIYUKT¡N¡M YÑGAK½EMA» VAH¡MY AHAM''

Lord Krishna holds out hope even for people with extremely
bad conduct that if only they were to worship the Lord with
one pointed devotion, soon enough they develop a virtuous mind
and will ultimately attain everlasting peace.

(IX-34)

The aspirant who sacrifices his self for the beloved Lord
by keeping his mind solely fixed on him as the supreme goal
and surrenders himself with devotion reaches his goal.

(IX-22)

S¢dhan¢s in Bhagavad Gita

_Ý_Zm ^d _Ø·Vm{ _ÚmOr _m§ Z_ñHw$é $&
_m_{d¡î`og `w·Ëd¡d_mË_mZ§ _Ë[am`U• $&& (IX-34)

AZÝ`moüÝV`ÝVm{ _m§ `{ OZm• [`w©[mgV{
V{fm§ oZË`mo^`w·VmZm§ `m{Jj{_§ dhmå`h_²

MANMAN¡ BHAVA MADBHAKTÑ MADY¡JEE M¡M NAMASKURU
M¡ME-VAISHYASI YUKTWAIVA-M¡TM¡NAM MAT-PAR¡YA³AHA
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CHAPTER X

SEEK HIM IN ALL CREATION AND
REALISE HIS GLORY

This chapter provides us with a method of contemplation
on the Surpeme Lord as pervading all the countless objects of
the Universe, by learning to see His august presence in all the
gross objects at first. Through such constant contemplation day
and night one comes to feel that the entire world is one's own
self. This technique will make dedication and surrender to the
Lord easier. Learning to recognise the Lord in the entire world
around us is the first step towards developing the vision of
unity of all souls. (EK¡TMA BH¡VA).

God is the ultimate source and life of all and all the world
revolves around Him. All beings come forth from Him and finally
return into Him. All the positive and negative modifications of the
mind, for example, happiness, unhappiness, tolerance, truth,
austerity, fear, fearlessness etc. all originate from the Lord because
they are all visible only through the reflection of His light. When
we meditate in this way on the Lord with loving consciousness
constantly and with intense devotion, spend all the time talking
about the Lord, and revel in recounting to each other Lord's
glories, the wisdom dawns in the intellect which perceives the one
thread passing through all the objects of the Universe. Then the
entire perception changes in an astonishing manner.

(X-9)

S¢dhan¢s in Bhagavad Gita

_oƒÎmm _ÒVàmUm ]m{Y`ÝV• [añ[a_²$ &
H$W`ÝVü _m§ oZË`§ Vwî`pÝV M a_pÝV M $&& (X-9)

""MACCHITT¡ MADGATA-PR¡³A BÑDHAYANTA© PARASPARAM,
KATHAYANTA¹ CA M¡» NITHYAM TU½YANTI CA RAMANTI CA''
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The reflection of the Lord's glory is best evident in all
those objects which are pre-eminent in their category - for
example, Mind among all the senses, Sun among the luminaries,
Mount Meru among the various peaks, the ocean among the vast
expanses of water, the sacred syllable "OM' among all the words,
chanting of Mantra (Japa) among all sacrificial acts, Himalaya
among the immovables, Lion among animals, Ganges among the
rivers and so on. He is the beginning, end and middle of all
creation. There is nothing moving or non-moving which can exist
without Him.
He is death, destroyer of all. He is speech, beauty, memory,
intelligence, courage and forbearance.

S¢dhan¢s in Bhagavad Gita

In all things pre-eminent among gods, men or sages,
animate or inanimate objects and various modifications of the
mind, one can see the divine glory shining forth as beauty, bliss
or other excellence. In whichever field we see somebody
outstanding or excelling all others eg. the best cricket player,
the best singer, etc., God's manifestation is more prominent in
him. The Lord is immanent in every particle of the world and
transcendent too. A meditation on the whole of the creation on
the lines indicated above will lead to God Realisation.
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CHAPTER XI

OH ! WHAT A COSMIC VISION

In this chapter, Lord Krishna showers His grace on Arjuna
and reveals his visible cosmic form fit for contemplation. The
person who has practised with diligence and faith all the Sadhanas
contemplated in earlier chapters reaches a stage where he is
graced with a glimpse of the vision of the cosmic form of God.
It is a form which can only be seen with the inner eye developed
through a lot of spiritual S¢dhana and more especially through
the Grace of God.

(XI-12)

It burst upon the gaze of Arjuna as a dazzling splendour
as though ten thousand suns were blazing simultaneously.

""DIVI S¥RYA-SAHASRASYA BHAVED-YUGAPAD-UTTHIT¡''

oXod gy`©ghòñ` ^d{ÚwJ[XwpËWVm

S¢dhan¢s in Bhagavad Gita

(XI-12)

Arjuna saw the entire universe though diversely differentiated
into groups of gods, human beings, animals etc. but united in
that cosmic form. He was in rapture mixed with terror. All forms
were seen to pass. All the humans who were attached to their
form and body were getting pulversied in the Divine form and
all vanished in the void. It was a boundless form without beginning
or end with thousands of all consuming mouths and thousands
of all seeing eyes. All the hundred sons of Dh¨tarashtra, and
the mighty warriors like Bhishma and Drona who were all clinging
to materialistic ideals were all swallowed up in the grinding
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wheels of time. Arjuna beholds the omnipresent Lord who
pervades all time (past, present and future) and all space above,
below and everywhere. It is an all embracing vision of God which
included all good and evil, beautiful and ugly, pleasant and
frightening. Arjuna looks at the form with a reverent attitude
and hymns of praise come out of his mouth, while he remains
in ecstasy.
""Oh Lord, Salutations to you on all sides indeed. You are
all. Your strength and glory is infinite. You interpenetrate and
pervade everything.''
NAMA© PURAST¡D-ATHA P§½¯HATAS-TE
NAMÑSTUTE SARVATA EVA SARVAM
ANANTAV£RY¡MITAVIKRAMAS-TWA»
SARVA» SAM¡PNO½I TATO¹I SARVA©''
(XI-40)

This is a beautiful hymn helpful for meditation and invoking
the presence of the Lord all around us.
Such a vision is possible only when an aspirant links every
object with the Lord and establishes a link of all consuming and
unswerving love with God.

S¢dhan¢s in Bhagavad Gita

Z_• [wañVmXW [¥ð>VñV{
Z_m{@ñVw V{ gd©V Ed gdª
AZÝVdr`m©o_VodH«$_ñËd_²
gdª g_mßZm{of VVm{@og gd©• (XI-40)

This chapter is not to be approached intellectually. After
being established in the Sadhana (spiritual practices) envisaged in
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the earlier chapter, we should identify ourselves with Arjuna, get
into his mood and state, and recite all the hymns of praise sung
by him. We shall be able to see then the cosmic form of God with
tears flowing from our eyes. The entire mind becomes pure.

According to ¹ANKARA, the last verse of this chapter is
the very essence of GITA. Here is summed up all the S¢dhan¢s
to be practised for realisation of GOD:

1) Perform all actions for my sake by dedicating them to me
and by surrendering the fruits to me.

2) Ceaselessly think of the Lord and concentrate all love,
devotion and desires towards the Lord.

3) Do not have any attachment to any other objects of the
world or forms or persons.

(XI-55)

S¢dhan¢s in Bhagavad Gita

(XI-55)

4) Entertain no hatred or enemity towards anybody. Freely
forgive them for their offences and lapses, if any, and pray
for their welfare. External harmony is a must for internal
harmony. So long as attachment or hatred exists, the mind
will remain in agitation and meditation on the Lord will
not be possible.

_ËH$_©H¥$Ý_Ë[a_m{ _Ø·V• g‹doO©V•
oZd©¡a• gd©^yV{fw `• g _m_{oV [mÊS>d

""MATKARMAKÙRN-MATPARMO MADBHAKTA© SA«GAVARJITA©
NIRVAIRA© SARVABH¥TE½U YA© SA M¡METI P¡³±AVA''.
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CHAPTER XII

LORD, I WANT YOU ALONE
A normal aspirant finds it easier to start his Sadhana with
a personal God-a God endowed with all excellent attributes in
an imagined corporeal form. It is difficult for many to conceive
of a formless Absolute as the Supreme God. The Absolute
Supreme being is the only Reality which is immanent in all
manifestations and in the unmanifest state. He responds also to
any name and form through which we seek and worship him.
The personal God (Saguna) worship is easier but it needs the
impersonal Absolute (Nirguna) to complete it. The Saguna and
Nirguna aspects of the Lord are the two sides of the same coin.
Personal God is the formless Absolute reflected through Prak¨ti,
the power of Lord's Maya.
Both the paths ultimately lead to the same goal. The one
Overself is manifest in the hearts of all. In Saguna worship we
use all the senses towards God while in the Nirguna we start
by exercising control over the senses.
Now that Lord Krishna after having spoken of the formless
God pervading the entire world showed Arjuna His cosmic form,
the latter raises the question as to which path is better-meditating
on the form of the Lord or meditating on the unmanifested
Absolute.

S¢dhan¢s in Bhagavad Gita

Love is the key lying in men's hearts which can open the
door of God's Grace. According to Lord Krishna, those who
meditate constantly on the Lord's form with steadfast devotion
and deep faith are the most perfect Yogis. Those men of
knowledge who worship the Immutable Absolute also reach the
45
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same goal as other devotees but they have to struggle harder
and it is with difficulty that they reach the goal.

The devotees perform all actions not for themselves but
for the sake of the Beloved. Those who meditate on the formless
Supreme are always engaged in selfless activities relating to the
welfare of all the beings (SARVA BHUTA HITE RATAH).

One should offer the mind united with the intellect to the
Lord. In other words one should stop intellectual cogitations and
allow both mind and intellect to sleep on the lap of the Lord.
One would then begin to live in Lord Himself.

""MAYYEVA MANA ¡DHATSVA MAYI BUDDHIM NIVE¹AYA
NIVASI½YASI MAYYEVA ATA ¥RDHVA» NA SA»¹AYA©''

(XII-8)

If the aspirant finds it impossible to quieten the mind and
intellect, again and again he should train up the mind till it learns
to live in the Lord alone. If this repetitive practice is also found
to be difficult, all actions should be done for Lord's sake. This
will result in purification of the mind. In case this performance
of action for Lord's sake is also found to be impossible, all
activities or duties should be done without any expectation of
results or returns.

_æ`{d _Z AmYËñd _o` ]woÕ§ oZd{e` $&
oZdogî`og _æ`{d AV D$Üdª Z g§e`• $&&

S¢dhan¢s in Bhagavad Gita

(XII-8)

The knowledge relating to the Lord with forms resulting
in dedication of the mind and intellect is greater than repeated
practice. But continued meditation on that Lord is superior to
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this knowledge. Abandoning the desire for fruits of actions is
even superior to meditation. Thus Lord Krishna has emphasised
that abandoning the fruits of actions is in no way inferior, though
having been given as the fourth alternative earlier, but it is
superior even to the knowledge (of personal God) and meditation
and this can lead one to permanant peace. According to Sankara,
the path of action is not suitable for the meditator on the formless
(as he is aware that God is the same as self) and similarly
meditation on the immutable is not possible for a Karma yogi
engaged in action. Karma Yoga presupposes perception of duality
and is not associated with full enlightenment.
Lord Krishna recounts here all the virtues which are the
direct means for immortality to those monks who meditate on
the immutable Absolute (this is according to Sankara). Many,
however, consider them as the characteristics required of those
devotees (BHAKTAS) who adopt the path of devotion. We will
find that most of these qualities are identical with those enumerated
for persons of steady wisdom (STHITA PRAJNA) as given in
chapter-II and those who have transcended the three modes
(GUNAS) - i.e., GUN¡T£T¡s as given in chapter 14. So, whosoever
wants to have God realisation, irrespective of the path he adopts,
should develop all these qualities.
1.

Do not have hostility or ill-will towards anybody but be
friendly towards all. Show compassion to the distressed
but remain without attachment and possessiveness.

2. Leave off ego.

Develop forbearance and contentment.

S¢dhan¢s in Bhagavad Gita

3. Be unaffected by joy and sorrow and remain even minded.
4.
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5.

Be firm and persevere in your efforts.

6. Keep your mind and intellect always on the Lord.
7.

Never cause any offence to anybody and do not also get
disturbed by or take offence from others. Remember that
nobody can disturb you except yourself.

""YASM¡N-NODVIJATE LOKO LOK¡N-NO DWIJATE CA YA©
HAR½¡-MAR½A-BHAYODWEGAIR-MUKTO YAH SA CA ME PRIYA©''
(XII-15)

8. Never have any expectations from any external sources.
As everbody wants to proceed towards perfection, be perfect
in every action.

9. Be indifferent towards all events and happenings taking
them all as part of the cosmic drama. Taking all events
as motivated by Lord's will, never feel pain or sorrow at
any time. Whatever happens by Lord's will is for our
ultimate good.

10. Never start any project by yourself. God has not given you
any contract for uplifting or instructing other people. Let
you be concerned with your own spiritual progress and when
once you are enlightened, the welfare of all the beings
becomes your concern.

S¢dhan¢s in Bhagavad Gita

`ñ_mÞm{oÛOV{ bm{H$m{ bm{H$mÞm{oÛOV{ M `• $&
hfm©_f©^`m{Û{J¡_w©·Vm{ `• g M _{ oà`• $&& (XII-15)

11. Rise above good and evil, joy and sorrow, desires and
disappointments.
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12. Have an equal attitude towards friends or foes, honour or
dishonour, heat or cold, praise or censure, joy or sorrow.
13. Do not have any attachment (except towards the Lord).
Keep silent. Be content with whatever you get. Do not strive
to have better things or more quantity. Have the Lord as
your only refuge and keep your mind firmly on the goal.

S¢dhan¢s in Bhagavad Gita

Such devotees as possess any of these qualities are extremely
dear to the Lord. These qualities have been termed as the Divine
nectar of virtuous living (Dharmy¢mrutam). Even if one acquires
and gets firmly established in any one of these, others will all
follow automatically.
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CHAPTER XIII

THE PLAYGROUND OF THE SELF

Gita can be divided into 3 stages of six chapters each as
described by Sri KRISHNAPREM (RONALD NIXON).

1st to 6th Chapter -

The way of purification i.e.,
refining the antenna to enable it
to grasp the subtlest knowledge.

7th to 12th Chapter - The way of illumination of the
Eternal.

13th to 18th Chapter - The way of Unity. (Merging of
the individual in the Universal).

S¢dhan¢s in Bhagavad Gita

The 13th Chapter starts by distinguishing the self from the
non-self, the body from the spirit, the unmanifest power of God
(Prak¨ti) from the soul (Purusha), the knower from the known.
Such a discrimination of self from the non-self is absolutely
essential in order to cultivate detachment from the world and to
enable abandoning the desire for fruits of all actions. This chapter
finally delineates twenty basic values of life which are essential
for day to day living for any common man. Unless such values
are developed and a continuous spiritual practice established, one
will not be able to get rid of the demoniacal tendencies of mind
in order to reach the heights of realisation. These basic virtues for
a common man are designed for self-improvement, to improve his
inner life, to unfold his potential and to put his inter-personal
relationships in society on a better footing. The entire Gita is a
way of life leading to permanent happiness.
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Body is the field (Kshetra) where by sowing the right seeds,
viz. the divine qualities (to be enunciated in chapter XVI), one
can overcome the defects leading to sorrows and suffering. The
individual soul is the gardener who knows all about the field
(Kshetrajna). The body as also the objective world are all nonself while the spirit functioning inside is the Self. In a workshop,
there are various machines (likened to the body and objective
world). It is the one electricity running through all the machines,
which does all the functions in the diverse machines (like the
Kshetrajna). The body is different and it is an object of
knowledge. The individual soul is God Himself. The Lord as the
material cause of all objects is called Prak¨ti or M¢ya. As the
intelligent cause, He is called PURUSHA.
We are not the body. The Body is only an instrument.
It is not an end but the means.

S¢dhan¢s in Bhagavad Gita

Humility :- It is because of our ego that we get hurt and
often come into conflict with others.

The basic values necessary for everyday living are:-

The field, the content of our experience, has been analysed
into 24 constituent principles (TATWA) - the five great elements
like earth, water and air, the five contents of sense experience
viz. smell, taste, form, touch and sound, eleven senses of action
and perception including the mind, the ego centre, the intuitive
intellect and the great unmanifested matrix of all forms (Moola
Prak¨ti) on which the entire universe is built. Desires, enemity
or hatred, joy, sorrow, intelligence, body with the organs and
fortitude are all termed as field (Kshetra) - the playground of
the Self.

1.
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2. Absence of Hypocrisy :- If we perform some actions only
for showing off and impressing others, we won't be successful
in achieving our purpose.

4.

Forbearence :- One should bear no illwill or grudge against
anybody and one should freely forgive those who give
offence. Otherwise, such feelings of hostility will result in
psychosomatic diseases and the mind will never have any
peace.

3. Non-Violence :- Through mind, body and speech.

5.

Straight Forwardness :- Any insincere or crooked act of
ours will fail to endear us to anybody.

6. Service to the Teacher.
7.

Cleanliness :- One should keep himself clean externally by
washing, taking bath etc., and internally by avoiding negative
tendencies like anger, hostility etc.

8. Steadfastness :- Persevering in any task without a wavering
mind is a sure way to success.

9. Self Control :- One should never become a slave to the
temptations of senses as any immoderation in sleep, food
etc. will produce physical ailments besides becoming a
barrier to spiritual progress.

10. Absolute Dispassion towards objects of senses.

S¢dhan¢s in Bhagavad Gita

11. Renunciation of Ego :- The ego mainly plays the part of
the doer and experiencer. To remain unconcerned while
doing an act and to think again and again ""I am not the
doer. I am not the experiencer. Things just happen due to
the will of God and the respective senses do their job''
ensures peace of mind.
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12. One should repeatedly reflect on the evils of the life in
this phenomenal world - e.g., birth, death, decrepitude and
miseries.
13. Non-attachement to children, wife, house etc.
14. Non-involvement and non-identification with children, wife
and house.
15. Constant equanimity of mind irrespective of whether the
events or happenings are to one's liking or not.
16. Unswerving devotion to the Lord with undivided
concentration.
17. Once a while, even householders engaged in worldly activities
should retire into solitude in some lonely place. This act
will take away all the built up tension and the person
becomes better fitted for carrying out his activities more
efficiently.
18. One should develop a distaste for a crowd of people, which
is not conducive to acquisition of knowledge.
19. Steadfastness in the knowledge of the Self.
20. A clear understanding of the knowledge of Reality which
is the only goal for an aspirant.

S¢dhan¢s in Bhagavad Gita

The aforesaid path of acquiring these qualities is the path
to mastery of the world. Further, all these qualities will create
a perception of the fact that all the objects of the world are
all lit up by the light of the Pure Consciousness and they
constitute the non-self.
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The aforesaid qualities would thus finally lead us to the
ultimate knowledge of the Supreme Brahman who is neither being
nor non-being. As He is the material cause of all beings and
as it is His presence which makes them perform acts, He can
be considered as having hands, feet, eyes, heads and ears
everywhere and pervades all beings and space. He shines through
the functions of all the organs of all beings but Himself is possesed
of no organs. He is unattached but is the sustainer of all. He
stands enveloping all. He is the light of lights. It is He who
activates the functions of all senses Himself possessing no senses.
He is everywhere both inside and outside of all creations moving
and un-moving (mountains etc.) but is not capable of our
perception because He is too subtle for the human mind or the
senses to grasp. He is the unity in all diversity.

""BAHIRANTA¹CA BH¥TAN¡MACHARA» CARAM EVA CA
S¥KSMATW¡T-TAD-AVIJNEYA» D¥RASTHA» C¡NTIKE CA TAT''
(XIII-15)

]ohaÝVíM ^yVmZm_Ma§ Ma_{d M $&
gyú_ËdmÎmXodk{`§ XyañW§ MmpÝVH{$ M VV² $&&

S¢dhan¢s in Bhagavad Gita

(XIII-15)

The individual soul (PURUSHA) as well as His illusive power
(Prak¨ti) are both without any beginning. The bodies of beings
along with the senses as also their qualities (happiness, sorrow,
attachment etc.) are all born of Prak¨ti. Being in contact with
Prak¨ti, the individual soul has imbibed all the Gunas of Prak¨ti
(Sathwa, Rajas etc.) which becomes the cause for its rebirth in
good and inferior wombs (i.e., animals, worms etc.), through
desires motivating actions. Thus, it is our identification with and
attachment to the body which causes rebirth with the attendant
sufferings and unhappiness. By constant contemplation (VICHARA)
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on this truth and by separating oneself from the body sense,
one can attain liberation. Alternatively, people can reach this goal
through meditation through the Sankhya Yoga (discriminative
knowledge) as explained in the second chapter or through the
path of action (KARMA YOGA) enunciated in chapters III, IV
and V.

(XIII-27)

All the creation (moving or non-moving) is the result of
the association of the Field (Kshetra) and the Knower of the
Field (Kshetrajna). It is actually the Lord, who is the subject
as the knower of the Field, that objectifies Himself as the Field.
Thus the one who realises that it is the Supreme Lord who equally
exists in all beings as the unchanging principle as also among
the changing phenomena is the real seer.
""SAMA» SARVE½U BH¥TE½U TI½¯HANTA» PARAME¹VARAM
VINA¹YATSVAVINA¹YANTA» YA© PA¹YATI SA PA¹YATI''

g_§ gd}fw ^yV{fw oVð>ÝV§ [a_{ída_² $&
odZí`ËñdodZí`ÝV§ `• [í`oV g [í`oV $&&

S¢dhan¢s in Bhagavad Gita

(XIII-27)

Such a person will never have the idea of doership as he
knows that all actions happen through Prak¨ti and himself is not
the doer. Thus the immutable Supreme Self remaining as the
witnessing consciousness in the body does not act but remains
uninvolved and undefiled. With this knowledge one should be
able to separate the self from the body which will ultimately
result in the realisation of the Lord. This is one of the methods
of S¢dhana.
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CHAPTER XIV

THREE FOLD BUILDING BLOCKS

This chapter is supplementary to 13th chapter. We are all
made up of three types of building blocks of modalities, called
Gunas. They govern our nature and the inner constitution. They
are the binding forces responsible for the differences from man
to man though all of them have the same body-mind complex
presided over by pure consciousness. They are:-

Rajo Guna:-

Promotes activities (for fulfilment of
desires), anger etc.

Satwa Guna:- It promotes light, harmony & goodness.

Tamo Guna:-

Binds people through attachement to
negligence & laziness.

Even though the Self remains untouched, a mixture of the
aforesaid Gunas in the body-mind complex seem to bind the
self. To examine the nature of these Gunas and conquer them
is a way to separate the Self from the body. If one is able to
separate the self from the Gunas and then from the body, one
can reach the state which is beyond all the Gunas and finally
the Eternal Self. If one is able to conquer one's body-mind
complex, one can rule over the universe. The three Gunas are
the constituents of Prak¨ti which is the projective power of the
Lord. All creatures emanate from Prak¨ti.

S¢dhan¢s in Bhagavad Gita

Even though Satwa Guna is harmless, it binds through
attachment to happiness which is non-self. It makes one think
that he is happy even though he is not. It also binds one through
attachment to scriptures (involving arguments with others) and
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pride of knowledge. Rajo Guna binds one through attachment
to action for fulfilment of various desires. Tamo Guna binds one
through laziness, sleep and negligence. At any one time, one of
these Gunas will be prominent in a person.
HOW TO RECOGNISE WHICH GUNA IS PREDOMINANT
When the entire body becomes resplendent with the light
of knowledge, which pours through every pore of the body, it
means that SATWA is predominant. Wherever there is greed,
desire-impelled activity and restlessness, Rajas is prominent
there. Wherever there is Inertia, stagnation, negligence and
delusion, Tamo Guna is predominant. Results: Rajas and Tamas
lead to misery and ignorance respectively. Satwa results in pure
and good works and leads to knowledge too. Those who conform
to Tamas will go down i.e., they will be born in lower categories
like animals.

M¡N¡PAM¡NAYOS-TULYAS-TULYO MITR¡RIPAK½AYO©
SARV¡RAMBHAPARITY¡G£ GUN¡T£TA© SA UCYATE

_mZm[_mZ`m{ñVwë`ñVwë`m{ _o Ìmna[j`m{• $&
gdm©aå^[naË`mJr JwUmVrV• g CÀ`V{ $&& (XIV-25)
S¢dhan¢s in Bhagavad Gita

(XIV-25)

When once a person considers these Gunas only as the
doers of actions, he transcends the Gunas and becomes free from
birth, death, old age and sorrows. Such a person who transcends
the Gunas will neither long for knowledge, activity etc., nor will
he dislike them when they appear. Such a self-realised soul will
be alike in joy and sorrow, friend and foe, praise and censure,
honour and dishonour, favourable and unfavourable. He will not
be distracted by the Gunas and will not undertake any enterprise.
He is called a Gun¢t¤ta.
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Thus by knowing the characteristics of each Guna one
will be able to liberate himself from its bondage.

HOW TO GET RID OF THESE GUNAS

Tamas can be cured by being always alert without giving
place to laziness. Ceaseless work should be given to the bodymind complex.

Rajas can be cured by doing KARMA YOGA i.e., performing
actions without thought of returns.

SATWA:- It is a gold chain. Even though it looks attractive,
it leads one to bondage.

One should not be attached to Satwa Guna too, i.e., one
should remove one's identification with it. Desires for name, fame
and success should be renounced. One should be free of ego.
Give up desire for fruits of actions by dedicating them all to

GOD. In the end, Grace of God is essential.

S¢dhan¢s in Bhagavad Gita

Unswerving Devotion (BHAKTHI) is the only means which
can qualify us for His Grace and for identification with the
Eternal Brahman.
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CHAPTER XV

I AM THE SUPREME SELF
All the S¢dhanas and Philosophy of Gita find their fulfilment
in this chapter. 16th and 17th chapters are its supplements while
18th is a conclusion. In this chapter the Supreme truth - the
essence of Vedas which would awaken our awareness of our
ultimate goal is revealed. To read and contemplate on this
chapter is a Sadhana by itself. In almost all the Ashramas, this
chapter is invariably chanted just before having food.
For the sake of arousing dispassion, the phenomenal world
is symbolised as an inverted Ashvattha (Peepul) tree. The root
of the tree, which is the unmanifested Brahman is upwards. Lord
is the origin or root of the world. The tree sends down its
branches downwards at various levels of objectivity to form the
world of manifested beings, where actions follow. The SAP of
the tree is attachement and desire for sense objects. The tree
is strengthened by the three Gunas and its shoots are ensnaring
sense-objects. Here is a beautiful analysis of the Pure
Consciousness in its aspect of Trinity as Individual self (JIVA),
Self of the cosmos as the Moola Prak¨ti and the absolute Supreme
Reality. This is a synthesis of the Lord, the formless and undifferentiated, with this creation, the world which includes all
beings. It is the Lord who became the world too through His
power of M¢ya called Prak¨ti. The only way to get rid of the
bondage of Samsara is to fell this inverted tree with the sword
of detachment.

S¢dhan¢s in Bhagavad Gita

One has to be free from ego, detached-having renounced
all desires-solely devoted to spirituality and free from the pairs
of dualities like joy and sorrow.
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NIRM¡NAMOH¡ JITASA«GADO½¡
ADHY¡TMANITY¡ VINIV§UTTAK¡M¡©
DVANDVAIRVIMUKT¡© SUKHADUHKHA SA»JN¡IR
GACCHANTYAM¥±H¡© PADAMAVYAYA» TAT

(XV-5)

It is such people that can reach the Supreme Abode of
Brahman.

Only when we know Him as the Changeless Reality behind
the constantly changing world, love for God and a volcanic
yearning to realise Him will be roused. It is God who has
manifested through Prak¨ti also. But the one whose mind is
distorted through attachment to the body fails to see God.

It is the same Formless, Eternal, Absolute God who
becomes an individual soul (Jiva). This Jiva is reborn again and
again leaving the earlier body and assuming another body. During
this transmigration from body to body, the soul takes with it
all the senses of perception including the mind. It is this Jiva
which enjoys the objects of the world through the senses (eye,
ear, nose etc.) with mind as their base. It is only the yogis who
are diligent that see the Supreme Lord as their own self seated
inside the heart.

oZ_m©Z_m{hm oOVg‹Xm{fm
AÜ`mË_oZË`m odoZd¥ÎmH$m_m• $&
ÛÝÛ¡od©_wº$m• gwIXw•Ig§k¡J©ÀN>ÝË`_yT>m• [X_ì``§ VV² &&

(XV-5)

S¢dhan¢s in Bhagavad Gita

It is the same Lord who pervades the entire world lending
light to the Sun and the Moon and nourishing all the beings.
It is He who is seated inside the beings as the digestive fire
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(XV-15)

digesting all the food taken by them, with the help of the vital
breath (Pr¢na) which is also pervaded by the Lord's power only.
It is the Lord who is seated in the hearts of all beings and lights
up the three states of consciousness viz. the waking, dream and
sleep. The entire philosophy of the Vedas based on selfexperience is a revelation by the Lord Himself.
""SARVASYA C¡HA» HRDI SA»NIVISTHO
MATTA© SM§TIR J-¡NAM APOHA«A» CA
VEDAI¹CA SARVAIR AHAM EVA VEDYO
VED¡NTAK§D VEDAVID EHA C¡HAM''

gd©ñ` Mmh§ öoX g§oZodï>m{
_Îm• ñ_¥oVkm©Z_[m{hZ§ M $&
d{X¡íM gd£ah_{d d{Úm{
d{XmÝVH¥$Û{XodX{h Mmh_² && (XV-15)
S¢dhan¢s in Bhagavad Gita

In the 13th chapter, Lord Krishna described the Lord
(Purusha) and his power of M¢ya (Prakruthi) as the Knower of
the field and the Field respectively. Here Krishna gives another
two-fold description of the Lord as the consciousness behind the
beings in the form of the perishable body of all beings (Kshara)
and as the immutable Consciousness behind the Jiva (Akshara).
(Note:- As per Sridhara, Akshara is Jiva while Sankara has taken
it as unmanifest. One has taken it as K¢rya (effect) and the other
as K¢rana (cause) and ultimately it is the same). Different and
standing apart from His creation (Kshara and Akshara) is the
Eternal Supreme Self who permeates the entire universe and
upholds them. Though immanent in the world, He transcends
it too. The one who frees himself from the involvement with
the non-self i.e., the entire world which is seen (DRSYA) and
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gets out of the M¢ya adores the Lord with his whole being as
he sees the Lord only everywhere.

S¢dhan¢s in Bhagavad Gita

Here in this chapter is the Holistic S¢dhana synthesising
the Supreme Self, the world and the individual self. This chapter
is traditionally known as the path of unity with the Supreme Being

(PURUSHOTTAMA YOGA).
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CHAPTER XVI

THE DIVINE VERSUS THE DEVIL
This chapter is a supplement to chapter XV where the Yoga
of union with the Eternal Absolute (Purushottama Yoga) has been
explained. Before the final union with the Absolute takes place,
the light of certain divine qualities (26 in number) begin to shine
forth in the aspirant. An aspirant has to avoid the demoniacal
qualities which rank materialists tend to develop when they go
after a life based on limitless gratification of the senses and
satisfaction of their base desires. These are the tendencies we
have to battle against before we emerge in the full light of the
Divine.

Fearlessness.

The Divine qualities which emerge from intense S¢dhana

The divine qualities listed below and which develop with
S¢dhana can be considered as a measuring rod to assess one's
own progress or spiritual development. A war always wages in
a man between the two sets of qualities which determine the
way of living. This is the Mahabharata War.
are:1.

6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

Charity.

2. Purity of heart-the stage where one completely renounces
telling lies, deceit etc.

4.
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25.
26.

24.
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3. Being established in knowledge (JN¡NA YOGA) and in YOGA
(the path of action).
5.

S¢dhan¢s in Bhagavad Gita

Control of the mind which is useful in withdrawing the mind
from worldly objects.
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Sacrifice (Yajna) i.e., doing action for the sake of others
and in a sacrificial attitude. Whenever somebody feeds the
poor, clothes the naked or fulfils some dire need of others,
it is called YAJNA.
Study of scriptures.
Austerity (as explained in Chapter XVII)
Straightforwardness.
Non-injury or non-violence.
Truthfulness.
Absence of anger.
Renunciation of desires and all actions.
Keeping the mind quiescent.
Not giving attention to other's faults.
Compassion towards all creatures in distress.
Absence of longing for worldly objects.
Gentle behaviour
Modesty (i.e., avoiding shameful actions).
Absence of unrest.
Vigour.
Forgiveness - one should be prepared to forgive any crime
or offence perpetrated by others.
Fortitude i.e., a capacity to withstand any opposition or
impediments and forge ahead.
Purity i.e., Keeping the body externally clean with bathing
etc., and internal cleanliness of the mind by eliminating
cunning, deceit, attachment etc.
Absence of malicious illwill against others.
Not feeling too much proud of one's attainments or
qualifications.

S¢dhan¢s in Bhagavad Gita

The cultivation of these DIVINE qualities will lead to
liberation. We have to make efforts deliberately to cultivate them
and the Grace of God completes the process.
A life of hypocrisy, pride of attainments, haughtiness,
anger, rude behaviour and ignorance i.e., inability to discriminate
right from the wrong are demoniacal traits. Such materialists have
insatiable desires and believe that there is no truth in the Universe
and there is no controller therefor. Their lack of perception of
the underlying harmony in the diversity of the Universe seems
to justify their self-indulgence and their desires. Such people with
demoniacal tendencies neither believe in purity or good conduct.
They abandon themselves to the gratification of their desires and
are beset with interminable and innumerable cares. Enjoyment
of wordly objects is the be-all and end-all of life for these people.
For that purpose, they are prepared to resort to all crooked
means for accumulating money. They will enter the hells of
unsatisfied desire through the triple gates of lust, anger and greed
having been deluded by the net of M¢ya. They exult over the
foes slain and proclaim with glee ""I am wealthy, well born: I
give in charity, who else is there equal to me? I shall simply
enjoy'' Such people who are highly proud of themselves on
account of their immense wealth or position sometimes do
sacrifices and perform sacrificial acts with a hypocritical attitude
just for name's sake ignoring traditional procedures. They become
envious by nature and refuse to recognise the divinity in other
men and in incarnations of God. Such cruel men of despicable
nature are made to be reborn repeatedly in the demoniacal classes
like tigers, lions etc. with little chance of spiritual progress.

S¢dhan¢s in Bhagavad Gita

All movements to hell and heaven which take place are
all different levels of consciousness and take place within the
one overself. It will take a long time before the divine thermostat
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in them wakes up. Desires, anger and avarice are the three doors
to hell which destroy the Self. One should eschew them.

""TRIVIDHA» NARAKSYEDA» DV¡RA» N¡¹ANAM¡TMANA©
K¡MA© KRODHAS-TATH¡ LOBHAS-TASM¡D-ETAT-TRAYA» TYAJET''
(XVI-21)

The one who struggles and succeeds in freeing himself from
these demoniacal tendencies becomes fit to enter the door of
the Heaven.

Lord Krishna concludes this chapter with a well needed
warning of momentous import to modern men.

(XVI-23)

S¢dhan¢s in Bhagavad Gita

(XVI-23)

So many modern masters have arisen nowadays who either
distort the methods of spiritual s¢dhana given in the traditional
scriptures or invent their own methods for earning money and
fame. Many people get attracted into such methods, lured into
these bye lanes with a dead-end and get exploited generously.
Krishna sounds a note of warning that such aspirants who ignore
the well tested traditions of scriptures founded and handed over
to us by the wise sages as a result of their severe austerity and
intense devotion to God will neither get happiness nor succeed
in reaching the highest goal.

`• emóodoY_wËg¥Á` dV©V{ H$m_H$maV•$&
Z g ogoÕ_dmßZm{oV Z gwI§ Z [am§ JoV_² &&

oÌodY§ ZaH$ñ`{X§ Ûma§ ZmeZ_mË_Z•$&
H$m_• H«$m{YñVWm bm{^ñVñ_mX{VËÌ`§ Ë`O{V² && (XVI-21)

YA© ¹¡STRA-VIDHIMUTS§JYA VARTATE K¡MAK¡RATAH
NA SA SIDDHIM-AV¡PNOTI NA SUKHA» NA PAR¡» GATI»
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CHAPTER XVII

OH YE OF LITTLE FAITH !
This chapter gives us a unique contribution the like of which
we cannot come across in any other spiritual literature. Many
aspirants are complacent and under an illusion that they are
undertaking austerities, acts of charity and moderation in food
and have reached purity of mind. Krishna categorises each of
these spiritual s¢dhanas into three levels based on the three Gunas
which constitute the nature of a man. Even celibacy, austerity,
purity of heart, serenity of mind and inner silence of the mind
can be of a useless T¢masic category (Based on TAMO GUNA)
or RAJASIC OR S¡TWIK.
The basic inner attitude essential for an aspirant is FAITH
(SRADDH¡) in scriptures and the Guru's instructions. Faith can
move mountains.
The Tamasic aspirants tend to worship the spirits and
ghosts. The Rajasic men have faith in demi-gods and worship
them. Those who are established in Satwa Guna are superior
and worship those gods as are recognised in scriptures including
Mantra Sastras and Puranas. The people who perform austerities
of a severe nature not enjoined in scriptures by subjecting their
body as also the Lord residing in it to untold hardships and
sufferings are demoniacal in their nature and can never hope
to reach the Lord.

1.

S¢dhan¢s in Bhagavad Gita

Austerities Physical (of the body) : They consist of honouring
gods, spiritually evolved scholars and the Guru. Without their
Grace, one cannot succeed in any effort.

All austerities can be divided as follows:
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2. Austerities Vocal (of the speech) : A speech which causes
no vexation or offence indirectly to others, based on truth
and which is always beneficial to others as also study of
scriptures is categoried as vocal austerities.

ANUDVEGAKARA» V¡KYA» SATYA» PRIYAHITA» CA YAT
SV¡DHY¡Y¡BHYASANA» CAIVA V¡«MAYA» TAPA UCYATE
(XVII-15)

3. Austerities Mental (of the mind) : Serenity of the mind
under all trying conditions, kindliness, inner silence bereft
of thoughts, withdrawal of mind from all external objects
and purity of heart i.e., eliminating cunning, deceit, trickery
etc. are all mental austerities.

""MANA©PRAS¡DA© SOUMYATVA» MAUNAM¡TMA-VINIGRAHA©
BH¡VA-SA»¹UDDHIR-ITY ETAT-TAPO M¡NASAM UCYATE''
(XVII-16)

(XVII-15)

S¢dhan¢s in Bhagavad Gita

_Z•àgmX• gm¡å`Ëd§ _m¡Z_mË_odoZJ«h•&
^mdg§ewoÕnaË`{VÎm[m{ _mZg_wÀ`V{ && (XVII-16)

AZwÛ{JH$a§ dm·`§ gË`§ oà`ohV§ M `V²$&
ñdmÜ`m`mä`gZ§ M¡d dmL²_`§ V[ CÀ`V{ &&

The aforesaid threefold austerities (Physical, Mental and
Vocal) are termed satwik if undertaken with supreme faith
and devotion, surrendering the results to God without
expecting any returns.

Even each of these three types of austerities (Physical,
Vocal and Mental) are again sub-divided as follows:1.
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3.

2.

The austerities undertaken either with a foolish intent without
a proper power of discrimination by causing hardship to oneself or just for the destruction of the world (people), are
Tamasic. The austerities (TAPAS) performed by Ravana and
Hiranyakassipu are examples of this inferior variety.

Austerities undertaken only for earning name, fame and
honour or just to impress others are worldly and not spiritual
at all. They yield temporary results, they are termed as
Rajasic.

Moderation in food alone is not sufficient. The type of food
to be taken has to be satwik if one wants to progress spiritually.
As is food, so is mind.
Only nourishing, healthy, tasty, agreeable and substantial
foods beneficial for both the mind and the body which will
contribute to firmness of the mind, strength and health are
considered as satwik. Onions and Garlic though declared to be
very beneficial to the health of the body are aphrodisiac in nature
and will cause agitation in mind and increase passion. They are
to be normally avoided by serious aspirants.
Foods that are extremenly bitter, sour, salty, very hot,
pungent, dry and those which cause burning in the stomach are
Rajasic. It means that extremity in bitterness, sourness, salt etc.,
is to be avoided and moderation in these tastes is necessary.

S¢dhan¢s in Bhagavad Gita

Food which is kept for more than three hours (Y¢ma) after
cooking, with the essence having been dried up, impure, defiled
by contact with others' mouth, decomposed or giving out bad
smell is T¢masic. (A serious aspirant should avoid pickles as they
are either too sour or kept for more than three hours.)
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Similarly, even charity (D¡NA) (XmZ) can be divided into
the following catagories:1.

Satwik:- Charity (XmZ) done without any expectation of quid
pro quo at the proper place (holy places like K¢si), at the
proper time (say, sacred days like RAMANAVAMI,
CHRISTMAS) and to the deserving persons is satwik.

Whenever a charity is done grudgingly and in expectation
of some return or results, it is Rajasic.

Charity done without reference to the propriety of the
place, time or receiver or with disdain and contempt is T¢masic.
Such an act bears no fruit.

At the end of this chapter Lord Krishna gives us a beautiful
MANTRA, the repetition and contemplation of which with the full
understanding of its meaning will lead us to the goal. It is ""OM
TAT SAT''.

As per tradition followed by our forefathers, all our spiritual
acts like austerities and charity start with the chanting of ""HARI©
OM'' or ""HARI© OM TAT SAT''. The meaning of the Mantra is
as follows:-

OM :- The nearest symbol of the Supreme God, both the
personal and impersonal. It includes all the world too.

TAT :- That Supreme Eternal Being who is unattached to the
creation. It is like the dreamer who is apart from his
dream world.

S¢dhan¢s in Bhagavad Gita

SAT :- This has three meanings. Primarily it represents the
Supreme Lord who is pure Existence (Being). It also
means cultivating goodness as also auspicious acts like
sacrifice, austerity and charity.
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In order to realise the truth of the great Vedic declaration
""YOU ARE THAT'', SAT points out the way of purification of
""YOU'', the aspirant in order to make him fit. ""OM'' purifies all
the acts like austerities etc. i.e., the sadhana done to realise ""TAT''
(the Supreme Lord).
Lord is always in the form of our own self but has to
be intuitively experienced as he is beyond the scope of our
senses, mind and intellect. So our S¢dhana has to be based on
the authority of Vedas known as ""¹ABDA PRAM¡NAM''. Hence
all our S¢dhanas start with FAITH and end with direct experience.
If any act like austerities, charity etc. is done without faith, it
becomes futile and serves no purpose either here or hereafter.
""A¹RADDHAY¡ HUTA» DATTA» TAPAS-TAPTA» K§TA» CA YAT
ASAD-ITYUCHYATE P¡RTHA NA CA TAT-PRETYA NO IHA''
(XVII-28)

Even if one is not well versed in scriptures, one can attain
liberation by resorting to Satwa alone in all one's activities and
food by uttering OM TAT SAT and by constantly contemplating
and meditating on its significance.

S¢dhan¢s in Bhagavad Gita

AlÕ`m hþV§ XÎm§ V[ñVá§ H¥$V§ M `V² &
AgoXË`wÀ`V{ [mW© Z M VËà{Ë` Zm{ Bh && (XVII-28)

In the 9th chapter it was instructed that one should
surrender all actions to God. In this 17th Chapter it has been
emphasised that all action which is surrendered must be Satwikfor only then it will be worthy of offering.
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CHAPTER XVIII

LORD, THY WILL IS MY FILL

Here, in this chapter, is a beautiful summation of the
message of the entire Bhagavad Gita.

One is apt to think that even though Karma Yoga is a useful
preparation, the final stage to be reached is the renunciation of
all action i.e., SANNYASA. This idea being not correct for most
of the aspirants, Krishna starts this chapter by clearly distinguishing
between Sannyasa and Tyaga.

Sannyasa is one way of renouncing desire-oriented actions.
The mind no longer flows into the desire-oriented actions but
acts from the discriminative knowledge of what is right.

(XVIII-5)

There is a further stage called Tyaga where one dedicates
to the Overlord all the results accruing even from desireless
actions. It is not correct that all actions should be abandoned
as they bind a person. Krishna firmly declares that sacrificial
acts (Yajna), charity (D¢na) and austerities (Tapas) should never
be abandoned.

YAGNA-D¡NA TAPA©-KARMA NA TY¡JYA» K¡RYAMEVA TAT
YAJ-O D¡NAM TAP¹CAIVA P¡VAN¡NI MANI½I³¡M

`kXmZV[•H$_© Z Ë`mÁ`§ H$m`©_{d VV² &
`km{ XmZ§ V[íM¡d [mdZmoZ _ZrofUm_² &&

S¢dhan¢s in Bhagavad Gita

(XVIII-5)

Abandoning obligatory duties either due to laziness or with
a view to avoid pain and suffering serves no purpose. Performing
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obligatory duties as a bounden duty without attachment and by
renouncing the fruits is the real Tyaga and it is Satwik. A person
who does Satwik Tyaga neither hates such duties nor does he
get attached to them. For a normal person who continues to
consider his body as his self, it is not possible to renounce all
actions and he has to adopt the aforesaid Karma Yoga method.
This is not, of course, applicable to men of discrimination who
have attained steadfastness in knowledge and who are entitled
to take up monkhood by renouncing all actions. (The followers
of Ramanuja however believe in continuing the daily obligatory
rites even after taking up monkhood). Lord Krishna divides
aspirants into two classes(1) Those whose mind has not yet been
purified (i.e., not got rid of V¢sanas) who are not ready for the
knowledge of the Self and are not steadfast in that knowledge.
(2) Those who are mature and have become STITHA PRAJN¡s
(steadfast in the wisdom). The former have to be engaged in
Karma Yoga (i.e., without attachment to results). The latter are
fit for renunciation of all actions and taking up monkhood but
when once they become liberated while alive (Jeevanmukti) they
get engaged in actions meant for the welfare of all beings ""Sarva
Bhoota Hite Rat¢ª''.
Whatever action a man performs with his body, speech
or mind, (good or bad), there are five factors involved in it:(1) Physical Body (2) The doer (3) The sense organs of body
mind complex (4) The vital energies within the body (5) The
divine will connected with the forces accumulated by the acts
of previous births. The result depends on all these factors.

S¢dhan¢s in Bhagavad Gita

If the self does not project the notion ""I am the doer''
it cannot be affected by any action.
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Besides the nature of action itself, the doer and his
knowledge also are factors that count. These factors can each
be categorised threefold as per the predominant gunas. All these,
the doer (Karta) the action (K¢rya) and his knowledge (Jn¢na)
should be satwik if one has a spiritual goal.

That knowledge alone is S¢twik where one sees one
immutable Absolute in all the diversified things, undifferentiated.

The obligatory duties, prescribed for the respective station
or category of persons, performed without attachment and
without any prejudice and without hankering for rewards are
s¢twik actions.

The agent who is free from attachment, without any ego,
full of fortitude (DHRITI) and zeal and unaffected by success or
failure is S¢twik.

""MUKTA-SA«GÑNAHA»V¡D£ DH§TYUTS¡HASAMANVITA©
SIDHYASIDHYOR-NIRVIK¡RA© KART¡ S¡TWIKA UCYATE''

(XVIII-26)

Even the fortitude (DH§TI) is threefold on the basis of
Gunas. The infallible firmness of concentration with which one
restrains the mind, the senses and the vital breath (Prana) in
order to prevent them from tending towards objects prohibited
by Scriptures is called S¢twik fortitude.

_wº$g‹m{@Zh§dmXr Y¥Ë`wËgmhg_pÝdV• &
ogX²Ü`ogX²Ü`m{oZ©od©H$ma• H$Vm© gmoËËdH$ CÀ`V{ &&

S¢dhan¢s in Bhagavad Gita

(XVIII-26)

One should revel only in that S¢twik joy which though it
may not appeal to one's taste in the beginning (bitter) but in
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the end, as a result of maturity of knowledge, detachment and
purity of mind tastes like nectar.
Nobody can be born in this world who is thoroughly free
from the Gunas. In order to have distribution of work relating
to the common weal of the society, which also helps people to
develop spiritually according to the respective spiritual constitution
based on Gunas naturally inherited from birth, common to a
category, the duties of the four castes-Brahmanas, Kshatriyas,
Vaisyas and Sudras have been classified and these duties are
called the Swa-dharma (one's own duty as prescribed) of the
respective category.
It is nowhere declared that any one category is superior
or inferior to another. Everyone's duty is such as to help all
the other categories just as the Research department of an
industry is to help all other departments, as also the industry
as a whole. The various parts of the body do various functions
often helping the other parts and the entire body in general but
it does not mean that one part is inferior or superior to another.
Further, in Srimad Bhagavata examples have been given (1) of
a prince (Kshatriya) who became a Vaisya by his activities
(business enterprise) - "KARMANA VAISYATAM GATA©' and
(2) of 81 of the sons of King Rishaba (Kshatriya) who became
Brahmins by their activities (vide Sloka 13 of Chapter 4
Skandha V).
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One of the methods of spiritual evolution is for everyone
to stick to his own Swa-dharma irrespective of however alluring
the other's duties are or how full of faults (in one's own opinion)
one's own duty appears. All undertakings have their own faults
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as they are all based on Gunas. Being devoted to his own duties,
an aspirant can attain complete success by following the techinques
of Karma Yoga.

""SVE SVE KARMA³YABHIRATA© SA»SIDDHI» LABHATE NARA©''

(XVIII-45)

Those who remain unattached and desireless having
conquered their mind and senses, attain the supreme perfection
through renunciation of all their duties and taking up monasticism
(monkhood). This state is attained also by those performing their
own duties and they get established in discriminative knowledge
gradually in stages.

(3)

(2)

(1)

Be moderate in your food (let it be light and Satwik)

Get into the habit of resorting to solitary places as often
as possible.

Eliminate attachment and hatred, withdraw yourself
from the alluring objects of senses (beautiful forms,
delicious foods, etc.) and control yourself with fortitude.

Lord Krishna summarises the process of this supreme
consummation of knowledge leading to the Absolute (Brahman):-

(4)
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ñd{ ñd{ H$_©Ê`o^aV• g§ogqÕ b^V{ Za• && (XVIII-45)

Keep your speech, body and mind restrained and under
control and do not indulge in worldly gossips, worldly
activities or in thoughts relating to objects of the world
including your own house, wife, sons, profession, money,
name and fame etc.,
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(9)

(8)

(7)

(6)

(5)

Let the mind be ever serene and never agitated by any
happenings.

Have no sense of possession. All are born without a single
possession and nothing will go with them when they finally
depart. All possessions are acquired from Prak¨ti and
belong to the Lord.

Renounce ego, force, pride, anger and accumulation of
possessions (ultimately even the body sense). Ego will go
away when we cultivate non-doership and the sense of nonexperiencer (Akarta and Abhokta).

Do not entertain any desires or longing for any object.

Do intense meditation regularly for as long as possible and
try to increase the hours progressively.

(10) Never regret over past things, do not anticipate the future
but remain always contented and blissful.
(11) Treat all beings alike.
If those mentioned above are practised incessantly, one
attains supreme devotion to the Lord and becomes fit for
becoming Brahman (the highest state of bliss).
Through intense devotion full knowledge of the Lord dawns
and the aspirant gets merged (identified) with the Absolute. This
yoga of devotion (Bhakti Yoga) converges into the path of
knowledge and takes one to the final goal.
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Similarly an aspirant who has surrendered all the
actions to the Lord in the manner prescribed in Sloka 27 of
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Chapter 9, being completely dependant on the Lord viewing all
happenings as Lord's Will and accepting them totally and keeping
the mind unswervingly and at all times on the Lord, shall reach
the Immutable Eternal through the grace of the Lord Himself.

It will not be possible to do a single Sadhana successfully
unless the Lord bestows His grace which can be attracted through
sheer devotion and surrender. It is the Lord who is seated in
the heart of each aspirant who controls us all and directs our
actions just like the person who directs the marionette.

""E¹VARA© SARVA BH¥T¡N¡M` H§D DESˆRáJUNA-TI½T©ATI
BHR¡MAYAN-SARVA-BH¥T¡NI YANTR¡R¥DH¡NI M¡YAY¡

(XVIII-61)

Abandoning all duties (ie renouncing all actions) surrender
yourself completely to the Lord alone without depending on
anything else. Let your mind be concentrated on Lord alone,
be completely devoted to Him and dedicate all your acts as a
sacrifice to the Lord. Bow down in all humility to the Supreme
Lord. You will reach your Beloved.
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(XVIII-65)

(XVIII-61)

_Ý_Zm ^d _Øº$m{ _ÚmOr _m§ Z_ñHw$é &
_m_{d¡î`og gË`§ V{ àoVOmZ{ oà`m{@og _{ &&

B©ída• gd©^yVmZm§ öÔ{e{@Ow©Z oVð>oV &
^«m_`Ýgd©^yVmoZ `ÝÌmê$T>moZ _m``m &&

""MANMAN¡ BHAVA MADBHAKTO MADY¡J£ M¡» NAMASKURU
M¡MEVAI½YASI SATYA» TE PRATIJ¡NE PRIYO¹I ME''
(XVIII-65)
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SARVADHARM¡N PARTIYAJYA M¡MEKA» ¹ARA³A» VRAJA
AHA» TW¡ SARVAP¡PEBHYO MOK½AYI½YAMI M¡ ¹UCA©
(XVIII-66)

The aforesaid sloka (No.66) is considered by the followers
of RAMANUJA as one of the three ultimate secrets of success
(Rahasya trayam). But the note of warning implied in this sloka
at the very conclusion of Gita is that this ultimate surrender
renouncing all duties is the last of the stages after progressing
through the sadhanas mentioned in all the earlier chapters and
having acquired the supreme one-pointed and unswerving devotion
and the maturity of steadfast knowledge. Otherwise this
unconditional and ultimate surrender will not be possible in the
earlier immature stages.
In this connection ¹ankara raises a question ""In this
scripture, the Gita, has knowledge (Jnana) been established as
the supreme means to liberation, or is it action (Karma Yoga)
or both?''
He declares:""The highest good cannot be attained through mere actions,
nor by a combination of knowledge and action ""Knowledge alone
is the means to the highest goal''

gd©Y_m©Ý[naË`Á` _m_{H§$ eaU§ d«O &
Ah§ Ëdm gd©[m[{ä`m{ _m{jo`î`mo_ _m ewM• &&
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(XVIII-61)

No doubt Karma Yoga is essential for most of us to begin
with in order to get purification of the mind as most of the
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""HARI© OM''
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common type of aspirants, having not been thoroughly established
in the state of STHITA PRAJNA are only fit for doing actions.
Unconditional surrender to the Lord is not that easy. It requires
intense Sadhana before one can reach that stage. Intense devotion
and Intense-contemplation and meditation with deep faith on the
truths enunciated in the Bhagavad Gita, side by side cultivating
all the divine qualities, are certain to lead all aspirants to their
goal of attaining Absolute Bliss, through the Grace of God.
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Bhagavad-g¤t¢ has been persistently popular
through the ages in and outside India because
of its practical value in facing the challenges of
life. It is a book which provides s¢dhan¢s,
suitable to all people, irrespective of age,
profession, vocation, and aptitudes. The present
book by Swami Sh¢nt¢nanda Puri rightly focusses
attention on the description and significance of
each of the s¢dhan¢s to be found in the eighteen
chapters of the G¤t¢. It emphasizes that no one
can, or must, adopt all the s¢dhan¢s mentioned
in the G¤t¢: one should follow whatever s¢dhan¢
appeals to him or her. And all s¢dhan¢s lead
to the same goal: effective, meaningful and
tranquil living.
This book by Swamiji is a simple but eloquent
statement of the traditional belief that the corpus
of the Gita in its three-fold division of six
chapters in each division is a popular exposition
of the great Ved¢ntic truth "Tat twam asi'. This
truth is symbolic of spiritual perfection. The
author translates this message of spiritual
perfection to crisis-management in life. The
book will guide the aspirant in solving the
problems arising from stress-situations, not only
outside him or her, but also within the individual.
It will enable him to push his life towards
happiness, which is abiding and true.
Swamiji plays here the role of a counsellor and
therapist. He is at once academic and practical.
There is not only reason in what he says. But
deep insights are provided. One grows richer and
happier, more mature and more optimistic by
reading this book. G¤ta appears in a new light,
and one's life also assumes a new dimension.
PROF. S.K. RAMACHANDRA RAO
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